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‘(The officer) is not
going to let someone
approach him
with . . . a weapon.’

Bowl-bound
players tested
for drug use

Silver strings

Lew Schatz,
UN) Chief

Police
almost
shoot
student
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
University police almost shot one
of two SJSU students who were play ing with squirt guns and were mistaken
for real gunmen at Spartan Village.
The two were playing "Assassin." a popular game among college
students in which a number of individuals play with squirt guns and "shoot"
each other until only one player is left.
As the students played the game
Saturday night, which is the subject iii
a movie called "Gotchal." uni versus
and San Jose police arrived on the
scene responding to a call that someone was shooting a gun. Link ...pats
Police Department Chief Lew Sv
said.
When UPD Officer Bruce Lowe
arrived on the scene, he could smell
what seemed like gunpowder from a
discharged gun, Schatz said.
What the officers saw was evers
policeman’s nightmare: a man in the
shadows with what appeared to he a
real gun.
Lowe, with gun drawn, ordered
the man to put the gun down, hut the
man kept coming at him. Only after repeating the command three times did
the man drop the "gun." Schatz said.
The other man playing the game
appeared shortly afterward, but he ae
mediately dropped his "weapon...
To complicate the situation, the
Iwo were using firecrackers to make
the game more realistic.
’I would like to ask students to
See ASSASSI\ page n
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By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
SJSU football players were the
first NCAA Division IA athletes to he
tested for drug use, but aren’t exactly.
thrilled about the honor.
"Everybody went through it like
a good soldier." said Spartan football
coach Claude Gilbert.
But he said he could safely say
most of the team opposed the National
Collegiate Athletic Association drug
tests, even though the players complied with the mandatory tests.
"To them, participating in the
(California Bowl) is far more important than deciding to fight it," Gilbert
said.
The Pacific Coast Athletic Association champions, with an overall record of 9-2, will play Miami University of Ohio in the Cal Bowl in Fresno
on Dec. 13.
Thirty-six Spartan football players 22 starters and 14 players chosen at random -- were tested before
practice Monday afternoon, Gilbert
said.
Results will be available early.

next week but will he kept confidential. said Ursula Walsh. NCAA director of research and sports sciences.
The NCAA is looking for 90 substances, including marijuana and other
recreational drugs, she said.
Three SJSU players who had not
returned to school after Thanksgiving
weekend will be tested tomorrow, said
Vern Wagner. interim men’s athletic
director
Miami football players were also
tested Monday, Walsh said.
The NCAA requires all teams
participating in post -season play to go
through its drug testing program, she
said.
SJSU and Miami were tested first
because their howl game is played before the others, she said.
The tests are "100-percent accurate," Walsh said. "They’ve never
been questioned. ’
But Gilbert disagreed.
"I have some concerns about it,"
he said "In fact, it could he possible a
player could test positively when he
really isn’t taking drugs."
See DRUG TEST. page 6

Residents take
fight to Assembly
,

The yuletide season got a head start at SJSC this
sear as music student Jake Weber prepared her

toner

harp to entertain Christmas Faire browsers who
shopped at the Student Union y esterday

Always on guard
Israeli emissary speaks out about nation’s political security goals
By Mad Martin
Daily staff writer
The word "security" can have more than one
meaning when Israelis discuss national goals,
according to a Zionist emissary who visited SJSU
,Tuesday.
Shaol Kimehi, a shaliach, or emissary, for Israel’s kibbutzim system, spoke before members of
the Hillel Jewish Student Association at its weekly
luncheon meeting at the Campus Ministry, attempting to bring SISU’s Jewish students up-to-date on Israel’s political situation.
In Israel, a kibbutz is a collective settlement
where families live and work together for the community’s welfare, Kimchi said.
Kimchi, who recently accepted a position at the
San Francisco office of the Israel Alyia Center. came
to the United States to encourage young Americans
to join an Israeli kibbutz for a year or just a summer.
Kimchi said he hopes visitors will want to remain in
Israel.
"When a young person comes to a kibbutz, he
is adopted by an Israeli who is the same age." Kim chi said. "Spending the summer at a kibbutz is
something like going to Boy Scout camp in America. It is a place to learn and have fun with others
your age."
Kimchi said he was invited to speak at the
Hillel Jewish Student Association because most of
the members did not really know what was going on
in Israel. or why.
One of the jobs of a shaliach is to reassure Jews
from other nations that the nation of Israel is worth
working for, according to a Jewish spokesman.
Americans only know about Israel’s divisive
political stance, but do not understand the underlying causes, according to Kimchi. Behind the division is the Jewish personality, which causes basic
misunderstanding. "If you have three Jews. you will
have seven opinions," he said.
When Jews from all over the world become Israeli citizens, their interpretation of Israeli politics
can be very different. Kimchi said.
"The main issue is ’what kind of Israel do we
want?’ " he said.
Israel’s government was created to give a home
to a religion, and was not based on a theory of government, and after more than 40 years, Israelis still

haven’t agreed on what kind of country they want.
he said.
Kimchi simplified this issue Tuesday, explaining he wanted to provide the group with enough information to help them understand the situation.
"Israel has two sides, a ith a few persons in-between . . so I must talk about what I call the Big
Plan and the Small Plan." Kimchi said. The Big
Plan, he said, is like a dream.
"The kind of situation that you would imagine
if you could have anything you wanted."
The people who want the "Big Plan" say Israel
must expand in order to protect herself from her
neighbors. "They say they can’t defend the country
if it remains as small as it was in 1967," Kimchi

said.
Security for them means occupying the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank and removing .111 the Arabs
from the territory, he said.
Kimchi said "Big Plan" proponents belies e the
historical and religious signif icance of Jerusalem.
Bethlehem. and Jericho is an ov era helming reason
for annexing them to Israel.
On the other hand. the "Small Plan’. say s security comes from being at peace w oh neighboring
countries. he said.
This half of the citizens believes religious and
historical places are just as meaningful whether or
not they are occupied solely by Jews. They say
See SECI: R171" . page 6

By Brian Fedruw
Daily staff writer
The Spartan City Families Ass1,ciation has extended its fight for family housing at SJSU by taking its plight
to Sacramento.
Diane Vonderlin, one of about 60
association members, met last week
with a field representative for Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San
Jose, to stress both the dilemma of
being a student with a family and the
problems with the closing of the 100
barrack apartments in August 198H.
The hour-long meeting with Vasconcellos’ aide Maribel Alvarez was
the first time the 35 -family association
has taken its concerns outside the campus community sintx it formed this se (WSW.
She said Alvarez saw the closure
of the last family -student housing in
the California State Universo s. stem
as a tragic issue for women as well
"The iSJSU) administration’s
priorities are screwed up," Vonderlin
said. "You have this underlying hysteria front people about where they’re
going to live.’’
The 40-year-old Spartan City
complex was ordered closed Oct. 31
by President Gail Fullerton based on
safety and fire reports completed by
university police Chief Lew Schatz
and state fire officials.
The fire report noted the poor

’When you educate a
parent, you educate a
child ’
Diane Vonderlin,
Spartan City resident

condition of stairwells, the lack of a
central tire alarm system, termite damage and illegal storage of boxes as
safety hazards.
The university administration has
not made any indication that housing,
either single or family -student, will be
rebuilt on the Spartan City site. Fullerton has said the university has no
funding in sight to rebuild the family’
student dwellings.
Fullerton also has said that if
funds were available and SJSU did decide to rebuild, single students would
be housed first under a 1947 state tax
bond law.
The Families Association has
challenged both the 1947 bond act,
calling it "outdated," and the reasons
for the closure. It has said the university reneged on an implied promise of
five years for residents to live at the
See SP.4 RTAN CITY. page 6

Puzzle vendor falls victim to thief
who stole sign from Christmas Faire
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Frank Suechting has a problem.
As a fourth -year vendor at the SJSU Christmas hire,
Suechting has always been highly visible. Standing behind a
table of intricate metal wire puzzles, he welcomes students to
approach him, to talk and to play with his wares.
But in spite of his sharing attitude, someone went too far.
When Suechting came to his booth on the main level of the
Student Union on Tuesday. he found his self-designed "Taskmasters" sign missing.
Suechting said he can’t believe someone took his sign.
"Karmacally they don’t deserve it," he said. "I let them
touch my toys. I let them play with them and in eight years
they’ve never been stolen.
The wooden sign. which Suechting said cost him $250 to
have built to his specifications, was roughly 3 feet wide and
stood about 6 feet off the ground on metal supporting bars. The
bars were stolen, too, he said.
For now, Suechting has placed a handwritten posterboard
substitute where the genuine article once stood, advertising a
reward for anyone who returns the Taskmasters sign.
Suechting said he wants to assure whoever took it that
there will be no questions asked if the sign is returned. He said
he doesn’t want the person perceived as a criminal. either.
"My sign has to come hack." Succhting said. "It doesn’t

do them an) good at all
In keeping with his "mental challenge" image. Suechting
said he challenges the Iverson to get his sign back into the Student Union.
’They played a game by taking it out of here, and when
they did, they might have been caught by the police or someone,’ he said. "But the suspense was there.
’Now I ask them. ’Can you get it hack in here?’ "
If the person isn’t that adventurous. Suechting said he will
still be happy to retrieve the sign and deposit a reward in a less
conspicuous place on campus. Again. no questions will be
asked, he said.
"They can put it anywhere it can he found." Suechting
said. "That way, everyone will he happy."
At the fair, which runs through tomorrow, organizer Judy
Hermann said that typically slow business early in the week
drove two vendors away. This often occurs before sales pick
up later in the week, she said.
"They panic when no one is buying anything," Hermann
said.
The bottom -floor coffee house selling beverages and
baked goods has been doing well. Hermann said.
Yesterday’s late morning crowd seemed to support her
observation, as many students lined up at the food counter
while others relaxed and listened attentively to classical guitarist Tony Ghiglieri.

Abraham Halle Daily staff photographer
Frank Suechting still smiles despite loss of sign
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Editorial

Safety report is public information
Members of the Spartan City Families Association should be allowed to inspect the
document authored by university police
Chief Lew Schatz which details the problems with
the housing complex.
Schatz calls the document, which he reportedly sent to Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans, a confidential inter-office memo about liability concerns. In doing so, he denies the document’s contents are public information.
Families Association spokesman Leo Johnson
contends Schatz’s refusal to reveal the document
may suggest the closure is not for safety reasons.
After all, Spartan City is being destroyed because it
is supposedly dangerous.
What’s going on here? If the complex is being
closed anyway, then what’s so confidential, espek’ially when the safety of the families still living in

Spartan City is concerned? And il there aren’t
safety problems, then what is the reason for Spartan
City’s destruction?
Overall, the residents are being good sports.
Spartan City provides them an affordable way to attend college even though they have families. But
they have accepted the fact that the place they call
home will be destroyed. All they want now, besides
something to replace Spartan City after it’s gone, is
to know what hazards may or may not be lurking
where they live.
These people are already being given the shaft.
Now, it seems, they’re getting the runaround, too.
Give the residents the break they deserve. Let them
know the deep dark secrets if there
are any
that have administrators sealing their lips about
Spartan City.

Free speech for opposing views
Benno C. Schmidt Jr., president of Yale University,
recently appealed the probation of a student who had exercised his right to freedom of speech during Yale’s annual
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Day last spring.
He said the decision was a reflection of "the paramount value an academic institution must give to freedom
of expression, even to expression that is distasteful or
silly."
Oliver Wendell Holmes proposed the most essential
constitutional protection is "not free thought for those who
agree with us but freedom for the thought we hate."
Life would be much easier if we did not have the right
ia expresipur views and opinions or espouse ideas and beliefs. Differences always leave room for adversity, meaning
one side of every controversy will have to be compromised.
As a testing ground, universities should allow for free
thought and expression of those thoughts.
But some people would have us print only ideas they
agree with ideas that don’t rub anyone the wrong way or
cause them to have to think too much about effect and affect.
The problem with stifling speech is that everybody
loses their tongues in the process. For every individual who
is not allowed to espies% his ideas, there is another who is
not allowed to rebuke them. We
lose the creativity of government
Opinion
and the freedom of building a
world in which all individuals have a right to be who they
are.
Freedom of speech can seem like a threat when it is
treated as a privilege rather than a right Free speech permits
symbolic speech. Societies which have no right to expression have no right to individuality. The groups that so adamantly charge newspapers with harassment would not
even exist for the paper to "harass" if there were no free
speech rights.
Self-expression is the expression of ideas, for without
individual ideas we are not "selves." Without differences
of character, we become clones governed by a small few,
living in fear and praying for release from hondaged tong -

Paula Ray
Christiansen

ues.
Freedom from voice is not freedom. Yes. it is easy to
ignore the wrong (or the right) that goes on around us. It’s
easy not to be responsible for trying to change our world
and make it a better or different place. It’s easy to be closeminded and let somebody else provide all of the boundaries
that we must live by.
But isn’t it scary that we would even feel this way.
Doesn’t fear make it imperative that we progress instead of
regress’?
Freedom for the idea we hate -- without it there is no
freedom for any idea because we have nothing to fight for or
against, nothing to create new and better ideas.
Without ideas, we have nothing to create laws we all
can live by and no guidelines to prevent breakage of those
laws.
There is no danger in free speech, there is only danger
in stopping it. Imposing standards on university newspapers
is the first step in imposing standards on the ideas that
evolve from the experimentation with ideas that are horn in
universities.
Fighting fire with fire or speech with more speech
is the only way to keep the country that we live in from
becoming a country in which we can’t live.
Fight back with words if you disagree with what you
see in print, but remember if you demand retractions or stifling of those ideas. you retract your own ammunition
against them

Letter to the Editor
Pot legalization won’t solve problems
Editor.
On Nov. 24, an opinion piece ("U.S. needs marijuana
legalization," by Janell Hall) that advocated the legalization of marijuana in the United States was published in the
Forum section of the paper.
The legalization of marijuana would indirectly encourage the use of the drugs among the population, not keep
people from it. lithe drug was easily accessible to the public, not only would we have to worry about drunk drivers,
but about an increase of people driving while stoned. As if
we need more problems on our nation’s roads. Also, Janet’
stated that the growers would be limited to how much they
could produce and would be taxed accordingly. Is that

going to stop them from growing the stuff illegally? These
growers aren’t dumb! They will continue to grow as much
as they can get away with and not pay taxes on it. With the
policemen gone to "spend more time chasing murderers
and rapists,’’ the growers will reap the benefits.
Legalizing marijuana is not going to solve the problems with its production. We can portray marijuana abuse
as "being stupid" without legalizing it. Legalizing marijuana gives the people more justification when they use it.
The United States doesn’t need marijuana legalization.
the country needs marijuana education on the harmful effect
that comes with its use.
Beth Weber
Sophomore
Undeclared

I’M AN UNBORN BY. MY MOM
IS Ak SINGLE TEENAGE GIRL,
WITH NO 00B, AND NO HOME.
SHE WAS RAPED BY MY FATHER.
I KNOW IF I \ENIAS BORN, I
WOULD BE A CONSTANT REMINDER
OF 11-4AT TRAGIC INCIDENT.
I DON’T WANT TO CAUSE ANY
MORE PAIN IN HER LIFE...

BUT I DON’T
WANT TO DIE.
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Who is in control
of foreign policy?
It someone asked you sslio is in charge oi toriegn policy in the White House, what would you say? What could
you say?
Is President Reagan in charge? He says he was left in
the dark about funds from the Iranian arms deal being transfered to secret Swiss bank accounts to he laier used by the
Contra rebels. He’s not the one in charge.
Or is Secretary of State George Shultz in charge of foreign policy? Strictly by the books, he is supposed to be the
nation’s main man in charge of dealings with foreign governments. But Schultz said he knew nothing of the recent
Iranian arms ’deals. He’s not the one in charge.
Was it. Col. Oliver North in charge of Foreign policy?
He took the funds received from Iran for U.S. arms and di %cried some of them into a Swiss hank account for Contra
rebel leaders to use in their vicious
war against the Sandinistas. North
Opinion
seemed to know the law concerning the blockage of aid to Contra rebels and decided to go
behind the president’s back in order to protect him. But
North was uncermoniously fired from his position. He’s not
the one in charge.
Or maybe Attorney General Edwin Meese is really in
charge of who gets to say what about foreign policy matters
and when they get to say it? The president has asked to find
who made the decisions about the arms shipment and
money transfers. Maybe he really is in charge.
But should Meese have any power in this complicated
situation? After all, it was Meese who said all those opposing the president’s policy should get out of the White
House.
Meese has clearly
made a value judgment of
the case and cannot act objectively in an investigation.
He supports the president’s
policy and won’t budge. An
investigation into the matter
by Meese would be redun--4
dant. he would find a scape
goat and protect the president. The president seems
to have realized this and reDan
sponded with the appointment of an independant
Kier
three man investigative
committee. Meese is clearly
not the one in charge.
Maybe the National Security Council is really in
charge of dealings with Iran. It engineered the arms exchange. It seemed to have decided that funds generated
through the arms deal should go the president’s personal
war in Central America.
The security council has had the most power in the
matter. It had the power to act on its own, set up a secret
bank account, have clandestine meetings with Iranian and
Contra officials and keep the whole business secret from the
president and the people of the United States. And the council was not about to tell anybody about their spy novel antics.
The attorney general. had to resort to some spy novel
antics of his own to find what was going on with the security council. In his last news conference. Meese said there
had been a "number of intercepts" which led him to findings about money being diverted to the Contra rebels.
A San Francisco Chronicle wire service story said "intercepts" is Justice Department jargon for the results of
electronic eavesdropping and the possibility was raised that
the transcript might have included an overheard communication.
This communication was indentified by some sources
as an Iranian communication discussing the inflated price
for U.S. arms. Of course the price was high -- North
needed extra cash for the president’s personal war and
couldn’t let the president know what he was doing.
On Nov. 26. the State Department announced it had
been given control over foreign policy matters in Iran. It
was supposed to he in charge the whole time but, somehow,
something got confused. In the same announcement Shultz
said he fully supports Reagan’s goals and intends to give the
president full support.
It sure is nice of our government to finally let us know
who is "really" in charge of foreign policy.

Letter Policy

01q86.
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The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor.
Deliver them to tne Spartan Daily office. Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
class standing and phone number

Sole survivors
ssomen going out on the town. it can be a
For
royal pain in the you know where . . . You got
it, the feet.
We women don’t mind dressing up, but when it
comes to putting on those shoes especially when
we have finally found a pair that perfectly matches an
outfit and which isn’t too tall or too short it begins
to become a problem.
It is hard to believe what we women won’t go
through to look good for our dates. After all, making a
good impression is always important when you go on
a night out on the town.
High heels are agony and tgey’re ecstacy at the
same time, but it is a mystery who invented them.
Women love the way heels look, even though we hate
the way they feel. Heels are still in style and it seems
they will always be.
The first record of high heels is dated 1533 when
petite Catherine de Medici traveled from Florence to
Paris to many Henry, Duke of Orleans. She took several pairs of elegant shoes with her which had high
heels designed to make her look taller and more el
egant.
All of us who are almost five feet tall know just
how that feels. Her revolutionary footwear caused a
sensation at the weddingland suddenly European
shoemakers were besieged by women who wanted
high heels.
Since then high heels have been a huge hit. The
only problem with high heels is that there aren’t a lot
of stores that make them small enough. It is difficult to
believe that anyone would have size 3 1/2 feet but it’s
true. Once you find the heels, then you worry about
the suffering and pain you feel while wearing the expensive. little things.
But why do we have to suffer just to please the
special men in our lives? Or are we really doing it to
please ourselves?
Heels are fun to wear for some women. For other
women, they have to find the properly heeled shoes
that match their outfits but doesn’t make them tower
over their dates. This is a main concern for women
who are lucky enough to have some height to them.
Have you ever tried to dance the night away without looking like you are in extreme pain?
Or how about going to a nice restaurant and having a little too much to drinki and realizing, after you
come somewhat to your senses, that sooner or later
you have to get up and attempt to walk to the restroom.
This is the time of the evening that women feel
their heels are no longer working with them but are
now fighting to the finish with high heels always
winning.
No matter what anyone says, walking in high
heels isn’t easy and all women aren’t born with the
natural ability to do so.
The majority of the time women are dressing up
for a night out on town and want to look their absolute
best.
Why is it then that our dates never compliment us
on how nice our shoes are, after all don’t they realize
we are going through an awful lot just to look good for
them?
The nightlife scene isn’t so hot for those tired feet
of ours. Especially the next day. No wonder we are always attempting to walk flat footed only to find that
our feet our naturally formed in an arched position.
Anthropologist Helen Fisher, author of ’"The Sex
Contract: The Evolution of Human Behavior,"
doesn’t blame men, though the fashion adds to attractiveness. Nor does she blame the fashion industry people. All the industry does, she states, is respond to the
human desire for rank and attractiveness.
Even today, in our so-called liberated society,
women haven’t liberated their feet. even though twothirds of those who wear high heels regularly probably
have to visit the podiatrist sometime in the future
Jeni tiyeda is the assistant special assignment
editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors
ho appear on a rotating basis every Tuesday and
Thorsda.
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Poindexter silent before Senate

Teens captured after
illegal spending spree

Former adviser pleads Fifth Amendment to evade questioning
WASHINGTON GNP) --- President Reagan’s
former national security adviser refused yesterday to
give Congress details of the secret sale of weapons to
Iran or the diversion of profits to Nicaraguan rebels.
Meanwhile, Vice President George Bush conceded the spiraling controversy has harmed the administration, saying, "clearly mistakes were
made."
Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter became the second recently departed administration official to invoke the Fifth Amendment in declining to answer
questions from the Senate Intelligence Committee.
Sen. Patrick Leahy. D-Vt., vice chairman of
the committee, vowed lawmakers would piece together the facts "with or without them," and other
committee members said unspecified Cabinet secretaries will be called to the panel’s heavily guarded
room to testify.
While Congress continued delving into the
most serious crisis of the Reagan presidency, there
was increasing pressure for the departure of Donald
T. Regan, the president’s powerful chief of staff.
But White House spokesman Larry Speakes said
Regan has no intention of leaving and said the president "has not asked him to leave."
President Reagan did not discuss possible staff
changes when he spoke to businesswomen in the
White House. Instead, he said he hoped the furor
would not undercut support for the Contra forces
fighting the Sandinista government in Nicaragua.
"We cannot let recent events distract us from
the cause of those brave fighters for freedom around
the world," he said. As his audience applauded,
Reagan said. "Yes, you did just make my day."
Reagan could not have been as pleased with the
word he received earlier in the day from key GOP
congressional leaders. One participant, speaking on
condition he not he identified by name, said Reagan
was advised to seek changes in his administration.
Outside the White House. Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole of Kansas said the message to Reagan was this: "There are going to he more and more
stories, every day there will be something new.

Some other player will be involved, somebody the
president never even heard of."
Bush’s comments came in a speech in which he
said he fully supported Reagan’s decision to make
secret arms sales to Iran, but knew nothing of the diversion of profits to the Contra forces. Reagan also
says he knew nothing of the diversion of funds until
Attorney General Edwin Meese III told him a little
more than a week ago.
In voicing strong words of support for Reagan,
Bush added, "there is no denying that our credibility
has been damaged by this entire episode and its aftennath."
Bush said the shaping of the Iranian policy involved difficult choices and was clouded by the way
in which the president’s goals were executed
"specifically allegations about certain activities of
the National Security Council staff. Clearly, mis-

wake of the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.
Until the new Senate panel is established, the
Senate Intelligence Committee is taking the lead in
Congress in digging into the controversy. Poindexter
became the second former administration official to
cite his Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination. Li. Col. Oliver W. North, who has
been credited by Meese as the plan’s creator, had
done so on Monday.
"He serves the president and wishes to cooperate with every committee that wishes to investigate," Poindexter’s attorney. Richard Beckler. said
outside the guarded committee room.
But Beckler said that in view of the expected
appointment of an independent counsel and requests
for testimony at unspecified "other places . . I
would be doing a disservice unless I asked my client
to invoke his rights."

’There is no denying that our
credibility has been damaged
by this entire episode and its
aftermath.’

In another development, CIA spokesman
George Lauder denied a published report that the
CIA co-mingled profits from the Iran sales in the
same account with funds for covert support for rebels fighting the Soviet -backed government of Afghanistan.

Vice President
George Bush
takes were made."
While the administration awaited appointment
of an independent counsel to investigate the once-secret arms sale to Iran and the funneling of profits
through a Swiss bank account to Nicaraguan forces.
Senate leaders appeared headed for creation of a single panel to conduct its own probe.
But both Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia,
the incoming Democratic leader, and Rep. Jim
Wright of Texas, expected to serve as speaker of the
House in the new Congress, were reported cool to
Reagan’s call for a joint House -Senate committee.
The last such panel was set up 45 years ago, in the

"The only funds related to the Iran program
that passed through agency hands were the $12 million owed to the Pentagon for the arms," Lauder
said. "The funds received from the Iranians were
segregated and passed on to the Pentagon properly
after receipt . ’
Lauder added that "CIA received no profits
from any transaction with the Iranians. nor were any
funds that passed through agency hands diverted to
the Contras or any other covert action program."
But another government source confirmed the
story, which first appeared in the Washington Post,
and said the co-mingling of funds "will he the subject of the investigation" of the independent counsel
appointed to probe the arms sale. This source declined to be named publicly.

Spartaguide
The Arnold Air Society and the noon to 1:15 p.m. today in the Health
Stanford Blood Bank will hold a holi- Building. Room 208. Call Oscar Batday blood drive from 10 a.m. to 4 tle at 277-3622 for information.
p.m. today and tomorrow in the Student Union Loma Prieta Room. Call
Career Planning and Placement
Thomas McNeill at 277-2079 or 227will hold a Career Search Workshop
7882 for information.
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. today in the Student Union Umunhum Room. Call
Student Health Services will hold Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for infora Hodgkin’s disease seminar from mation.
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The Chicano Alliance will hold
its second meeting from 12:30 to I:30
p.m. today in Wahlquist Library Central, Room 233. Call Elaine Alvarado
at 277-3106 for information.
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The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold its second annual Winter Solstice party and "The
Last Day of Pompeii," play at 1:30
p.m. tomorrow in the SJSU Chapel.
Call Kim Apathy at 293-6491 for information

Campus Ministries will hold a
Vietnamese Bible Study from 4 to 5:15
p.m. today at the Campus Christian
Center. San Carlos and 10th streets.
Call Tien at 27(1-1226 for information.

The SJSU Cycling Club will hold
its last meeting of the semester at 7:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call Ken Miller at 2863945 for information.
The SJSI.’ Symphony Orchestra

Nominations and applications for
"Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges."
are due tomorrow at the Student Services Building. Administration Room
242. Call Virginia O’Rielly for information.

Sheriff drops safety measure
after being accused of bigotry
SIETAIRII.. I .1. lAbtl
A sheriff who instructed his deputies to stop
blacks found in white neighborhoods
as a way to fight crime backed off
from his order yesterday under accusations of bigotry and threats of lawsuits.
"I think I did make a mistake,"
said Sheriff Henry Lee of Jefferson
Parish in suburban New Orleans. He
also apologized to blacks and others
whom he might have offended.
But a civil liberties advocate continued to demand the resignation of
Lee, who said when he announced the
order Tuesday that blacks in a white
area are likely "up to no givod."
"A public official can’t expect to

release that kind of poison and expect
to be allowed to go on his way and remain in office." said Martha Kegel.
Louisiana executive director for the
American Civil Liberties Union.
Lee said he changed his mind
about the constitutionality of what he
had planned after looking at some
1983 civil rights rulings and getting a
flood of calls opposed to his plan.
Lee said no blacks were stopped
in the 24 hours before he canceled his
order, which he said Tuesday was
needed to fight a rising wave of street
crime

want bucks?
...Sell your books NOW at Roberts

Eta Phi Beta sorority will hold a
Christmas Candlelight Vesper Service
at 5 p.m. Sunday in the SJSU Chapel.
Call Latressa Alford at 277-2807 for
information.
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B/PAA is having a Christmas
party at 9 p.m. tomorrow. Call Dave at
448-1634 for information.

been tossed out a w indow during a
police search at a Petaluma home.
It contained an estimated $8.000 in
cash and a bag containing less than
a gram of cocaine.
"They didn’t even realize it
was cocaine," Wise said. "All
they saw was the 5100 bills, the 50s
and the 20s."
He said the teen-agers flew to
Chicago from San Francisco on
Thanksgiving Day. buying tickets
under assumed names. After spending a few days in Chicago, they
flew to Columbus, where Salter
grew up.
The youths were arrested after
police were told of two teen-agers
leaving SIO0 tips with airport concessionaires. At the time. Wise
said, the boys had ditched the suitcase and stuffed the money into
their pockets.
He said he charged the boys
with delinquency counts of drug
abuse simply to hold them until
their parents could be contacted.
Wise said the boys had purchased
round-trip tickets, so their transportation home would be no problem
once thes arc released

OPEN
24
/HOURS

AIESEC will hold its annual holiday dinner at 6:30 p.m. today at the
Red Lion Inn. Call Scott Parris at 3956 I 87 for information.
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The Department of Occupational
Therapy will hold a meeting for non 0.T. majors who wish to enter the
spring 1987 class at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Central Classroom Building, Room 209. Call Gregory Stone at
277-2981 for information.

The Asian Business League will
hold a general meeting at 2:45 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Karen at 243-7188 for information.

COLUMBUS, Ohio API
Two California teen-agers took off
on a cross-country hinge of fancy
meals and new clothes after finding
a suitcase stuffed with about
58,000 in drug money, but their
spending spree attracted police.
who arrested them five days later.
Raymond Salter. 13, and
Marc Hairrell. 14, were picked up
Sunday at Port Columbus International Airport with nearly 55ANA1
and a bag containing less than a
gram of cocaine.
Each was being held yesterday
on a charge of drug abuse. hut Columbus Police Officer Floyd Wise
said he would probably seek dismissal of the charges so the boys
could return home to Petaluma,
about 70 miles from San Jose. A
detention hearing set fly yesterday
was continued until today.
"They were buying fine dinners. riding in taxis and limousines," Wise said. "They just got
mixed up in something that they
shouldn’t have.’
Wise said the boys told police
they left California Nov. 26 after
Hairrell found a suitcase that had

Katherine Bogen,.

Art Director

chest 11U59d11
F C Walters

The Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science will hold a lecture entitled. "Fermat’s Last Theorem
Leads to Lofty Ideals." at 4 p.m.
today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 324.
Call Marilyn Ruch at 277-2411 for information.

Sigma Nu Pledges will hold a
California Bowl T-shirt sale from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. today through Dec. 12
in front of the Student Union. Call
Chris Joven at 279-9473 for information.

Espinosa

Veda Anderson
Crag Quintana
Carl Scarbrough

News Editor
assistant News Editor
I mum Editor
assistant forum Editor

The SJSU Concert Choir will
hold its 11th annual Scholarship Concert at 2 p.m. today and tomorrow at
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church. 90 S.
Market St. Call Charlene Archibeque
at 277-2923 for information.

will hold auditions today by appointment at the Music Department. Call
Robert Sayre at 277-2817 or 277-2905
for information.
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Christmas Vesper
Candlelight Service
Sunday, December 7
5:00 p.m.
Guest Speaker: Art King
Prmer Spartan Football
Player
San Jose State University
Spartan Memorial Chapel
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Spartans cage Cardinal
for first victory of year
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By Greg Stryker
Daily stall writer
It was a game the Spartans and their fans wanted
dearly.
The crowd cheered with gusto. The players hustled
their butts off.
In the end they both went home happy, as the SJSU
basketball team evened its record with a hard-fought 72-63
victory over the Stanford Cardinal on Tuesday night before
a crowd of 1.832 fans at the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Things didn’t look good for the Spartans ( I -I ) midway
through the second half.
Stanford (1-2) erased a 30-20 SJSU halftime lead and
tooklts biggest lead at 50-44 on Greg Butler’s turnaround
juniper with 7:32 left.
But in came the Spanans’ three-point shooter, Anthony Perry, off the bench. Perry bombed away from 22
feet to cut the lead to three. After that, the two teams exchanged free throws and the Spartans cut the lead to 52-51
with 4:41 remaining.
Perry, who scored nine points off the bench, then
launched another three -pointer that hit nothing hut net to put
the Spartans up for grxxl with 4:18 left, as the crowd roared
its approval.
The game then turned into a free-throw shooting contest. Reggie Owens (12 points and 15 rebounds). George
Puou and Rodney Scott all fouled out for the Spartans.
SJSU won the battle at the line (77.8 to 62.1 percent)
and preserved the lead with clutch free-throw shooting from
guard Bobby Evans and center Gerald Thomas. Evans, who
led the Spartans with 16 points, hit all 10 of his free throws
on the evening, and Thomas nailed 7 of 9 from the charity
stripe.
"I wanted them (the free throws)," Evans said. "I felt
confident that I could put them in.
’We were coming off a disappointing loss. We needed
this one and we came out and played hard.’’
That they did. The Spartans’ tone defense swarmed toward any Cardinal who had the hall and forced Stanford into
eight turnovers and a 23.1 shooting percentage in the first
half.
Puou, who ended up with 14 points, was all over the
floor in the first half. He scored 11 points, pulled down four
rebounds, and forced two jump-ball possessions with his
pressuring defensive play.
Head coach Bill Berry praised the intensity of Puou
and the rest of the team.
"He (Puou) is certainly going to he a tough forward for
us, and somebody the conference better take a look at."
said Berry. "He’s competitive and tough as hell and playing
with a lot of confidence

"We wanted to win, and we played like it. We played
with a lot more intensity. We got off to an embarrassing
start against Portland. We had something we had to prove to
ourselves.
"This was our best emotional game. We’re still miscuing offensively, but that’s what December is all about."
Stanford and SJSU were both in the Christmas spirit of
giving. The two turned the hall over 17 times apiece.
The Spartans could have led by more at the half if it
weren’t for the three-point play. Stanford guard Terry Taylor hit 2 of 4 from three-point land, and sophomore guard
estraordinaire Todd Lichti nailed one to keep the Cardinal
close.
Lichti led all scorers with 23 points on 8-of-17 shooting. He hit 3 of If three-point attempts. Taylor scored 15
points and hit 4017 three-point shots.
Owens provided some comedy in the first half. While
at the line for two free throws, he banked the first one in and
got the second to roll around the rim, hit the backboard and
go in. Later he took a pass on a breakaway and went for one
of his authoritative slam dunks. He missed, and the hall almost flew back to half court.
The Spartans could have died in the second half. but
Perry, the crowd and the free-throw shooting spurred them
on. Perry, who almost brought the Spartans back in their
loss to Portland with a couple of three -pointers, helped offset a second half in which SJSU turned the ball over 12
times.
"Coming off the bench, I just look to contribute any
way I can," Perry said. "I’ve shot from outside since I’ve
been playing basketball.
"I feel comfortable shooting the three-point play, especially when I’m open. I just zeroed in and hoped they
went in."
The crowd was quite loud in the small auditorium, and
the noise was a factor, according to Puou and Evans.
"It was definitely a factor," Puou said. "They’re
great fans. They’re always behind us 1(X) percent."
Evans said the crowd may have caused Stanford to
miss some crucial free throws down the stretch.
"The crowd was a big factor," Evans said. "We were
down. They stayed in the game and kept us alive. They’re a
very good free-throw shooting team, and they missed a couple that I wouldn’t imagine they would miss. The crowd had
something to do with it."
This was a big win for the Spartans. without their top
scorer Ricky Berry. who’s out until the end of the month
with a knee injury.
SJSU defeated a Stanford team that almost beat nationally ranked Georgia Tech
The PCAA is nov. ; ii against the Pac- 10 conference.

KNTV to present football show
on SJSU’s ’Climb to the Top
9
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team’s progress, beginning with offseason preparation and spring training and leading up to the California
Bowl.
KNTV will be going to Fresno
nest week to report on the team, and
will he airing the segments on its
regular newscasts.
In addition. KNTV photographer John Bruno, who filmed the
Spartan football games this season
tor the weekly highlights show, put
together a musical tribute to the
Spartans. It will include season
highlights and profiles of the play-

sport... anchorman. "We’ve been following the team all season long with
our Spartan highlights show on Sunday afternoons."
Chaser. Gilbert and KNTV
weekday anchorman Jeff Richmond
will he hosting the show, which will
follow ABC’s Monday Night Football contest between the Los An geles Raiders and the Seattle Seahawks.
"It’ll be a mix of interviews
with coach (Gilbert) and about four
of the players, as well as some lea lure pieces." Chase, said.
The show will follow the

fi writer
Fife Spartan football team will
he featured in an hour-long teevision program at 9:30 Monday
night on KNTV Channel II.
"San Jose State Football . . .
the Climb to the Top" will document the 1986 football season as
well as feature interviews with SJSU
coach Claude Gilbert and several
players. including Mike Pere, and
Kenny Jackson.
"We wanted to recognize the
accomplishments of the team.’’ said
Rick Chavet, KNTV weekend
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celebrates Tuesday’s win, as assistant coach Moe Bolls% inkel and Reggie Owens look on

Football out
at Wichita
Snit
WICHITA. Kan (API
lies and tears followed a shocked si
lence when Wichita State coach Ron
Chismar and his players were told thc
university was indefinitely suspendinj2
its football program.
School President Warren Ann
strong told Chismar and his players at
a quiet team meeting Tuesday that the
university could no longer accept the
financial strain of the program.
Wichita State, 3-8. suffered II,
18th losing season in the past 20 cat.
"I would he l ing it 1 a id 1
v,
hurt by this. wide reLeo
Wes Anderson said. "Ifs a shock and
a surprise to me, and prohahh it; the
community ot Wichita
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Rozelle suspends Chicago linebacker Wilson
Chicago
NEW YORK (API
Bear linebacker Otis Wilson was suspended for one game without pay "as
a result of his flagrant forearm blow to
the jaw" of Pittsburgh wide receiver
Louis I.ipps last Sunday, NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle announced
Tuesday.
Rozelle. who earlier Tuesday
upheld the two-game suspension of
Green Bay nose tackle Charles Martin
for his body slam of Chicago quarterback Jim McMahon two weeks ago.
said the game Wilson must sit out will
be Dec. 7 against Tampa Bay. If Wilson decides to appeal, Rozelle said he
will arrange a hearing promptly after
receising written notification.
Bear spokesman Jim Carr said
Wilson learned of the suspension
Tuesday afternoon and hadn’t informed the club whether he would appeal.
"Specifically, the tsideotape) review revealed that Lipps, after being
in motion and following a handoff to a

Pittsburgh running hack, turned and
headed toward Wilson as a potential
bkx:ker." Rozelle’s statement read.
"Wilson cocked his left arm and delivered a forearm blow to Lipps’ jaw,
knocking him down. It was the initial
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contact between the two players."
Lipps suffered a concussion and
was forced to leave the game.
The statement said "there is no
justification for this type of dangerous
action in the NFI.."
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Graffiti writers
Teen-age artists make city walls their canvas
after hours, out of sight, in underground art form
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer

old writer. ’Those people on the Council see stuff like that
and that’s what they think all of us are doing."
Most of the writers are between the ages of 14 and 17
It’s dark and a small fire illuminates one end of the tunnel. Sporadically -thrown empty bottles of wine and
because the law treats minors less harshly. Fergeson and his
piles of burned -out aluminum cans catch the light of the
students said part of the romance of being a writer is the
fire. Trees rustle their leaves in the breeze and the stones
danger involved.
which line the walkway crunch underneath the boys’ feet.
"There is the thrill of being caught and chased." said
Sounds of the cars on the overpass whiz by. It’s 2 a.m., so
Dem, the only member of the class who has not been
there’s not a great danger of being seen.
caught. "1 gotta write wherever it’s safe."
The boys climb down the eroded -cement stairs. The
Dein is the smallest in size of a three-member writing
milk crate full of spray paint
clan called T.U.F. (The Unthey’re carrying is an awkward
known Force)
but he’s also
shape and almost falls down
the oldest. At IS. he has been
the steep 10-foot embankment
V. Ming seriously for about
The boys move quickly past a
three years. His quick grin disrow of vagrants to their chosen
appears when he speaks of his
spot. They build a fire and
retirement and the search for a
empty the milk crate. One it
new member.
the boys describes the scene to
"We are looking for anbe painted to the other and thes
other member for T.U.F.
begin to write. They have to
someone young," Dem said.
work in a relatively short (ink.
"That way we can train him
before the cloak of moonlight
and he’ll still have some years
disappears.
left to carry on the clan."
Serious graffiti writers.
Writing clans will not be
like these boys, find deserted
accepted as mainstream artists
freeway tunnels to practice
for a while. Fergeson said. He
their craft. Although graffiti .,
does not condone the illegal
an art style is beginning to he
enise
endler
di y sta p otograpner writing of graffiti and does not
taken seriously by a few art
make "runs" with members of
connoisseurs, it’s still an un- Three teen-agers, writers in the clan The Unknown the class. He accepts it instead.
derground form of expression Force, created this graffiti at the Walls of Fame.
He prefers the idea that the city
and most writers can be found under the overpasses. No
will donate walls and begin to accept graffiti as an art form.
matter how artistic, it is still illegal to write on public walls.
"Graffiti writers are running into a lot of opposition
Punishment for writing graffiti may be up to a $5,000 fine
because they are doing something different," Fergeson
and jail sentence, said a San Jose Police spokeswoman.
said.
Under the freeways, on the cement walls, is where
He said the San Jose Beautiful Committee contacted
they test their skills. The area in San Jose, known as the
him to discuss the possibility of the graffiti class completing
Walls of Fame, begins at the corner of Montgomery and
a project for the committee.
West San Carlos streets and is where most of the top graffiti
The committee is considering paying a muralist to
artists compete for recognition of their works,
paint a 5300)0 work and wanted to know if the kids would
There are a few graffiti writers in San Jose. however,
do something for the Council for free. Fergeson said.
who participate in a Saturday afternoon class concerning ex"They don’t want to approach the kids like they are
real muralists," he said. "They want them to work for free,
hut they’ll supply the paint."
The committee has many decisions to make before
they decide whether they will implement such a program.
said Vicki Moore. San Jose Beautiful coordinator.
18 -year-old graffiti %triter
The Beautiful Committee wants to prevent vandalism,
w hilt. trying to reflect the multicultural backround of San
Jose. Moore said. The committee is seeking artists to paint
pression in spray paint.
murals in Sun Jose.
At the San Jose Museum of An, a class in graffiti writSome people see graffiti art as an art form for and of
ing is taught by Claude Fergeson. a former SJSll student.
itself, others find it undesirable." Moore said.
The museum allows Fergeson free rein with his class. He
Many of the graffiti artists poke fun at mainstream art,
teaches different writing styles, how to hold a spray can and
neo-expressionism and anti -art, in their works. Fergeson
other aspects of the underground art form.
It was started as part of a rap music and art class put
said.
together about I 1/2 years ago. Fergeson said. Sonic of the
’Some of society is against graffiti art some are for it.
kids were in a group and decided to paint a mural at San
But the majority just doesn’t want to accept it as a serious
Jose High School. A group mural was the first project and
art form,’’ Fergeson said.
"snowballed" into what is now a $45 -per -student class,
Scape is a member of T.U.F. The other two members
Fergeson said.
of the gang. Nexes and Dem, participate in the graffiti
class. In San Jose. there are only about 20 reputable writers
"It began as a temporary thing." Fergeson said. "But
and the three in T.U.F. are members of the elite group. Ferthere is a big underground network. Before I knew it. I had
guson said.
40 kids enrolled.’
’Nobody wants to battle us,’’ Scape said.
Fergeson grew up in New York and became familiar
Battling is when a writer challenges another to see who
with graffiti as an art form, although he said he didn’t make
is better. The two compete at the same time, like any other
writing "runs’’ himself. The teen-agers in the class listen
contest, and onlookers determine who is the winner. The
attentively to what he says. He gives them the freedom to
create, whether or not it is illegal. He understands their need pride and egos of teen-agers are on the line.
"I lost a kid who lost a battle to one of the better writto write on large walls, not just the small canvases the
ers." Fergeson said. "He didn’t come back to the class for
museum provides.
two weeks."
All of the teen-agers who are in the class are eligible
Esen at the Museum of Art, the artists have trouble
for a financial aid grant, so none of them have to pay for the
being taken seriously. The wall they were given to paint beclass. Fergeson said.
hind the museum was temporary and is scheduled to he tom
These teen-agers take their art seriously. They sketch
down.
their works before they paint. They choose colors and the
The Walls of Fame still have a lot of spaces left on
type of writing style they will use.
Taggers arc those individuals who write their names or them. They are a stretch of underpasses which are scattered
within
a two-mile radius of San Jose. Teen-agers who write
a favorite symbol: they don’t create a work. There are about
80 to 100 taggers in San Jose. Fergeson said. Tagging is the on walls are usually boys, although Fergeson said there are
writers who are girls.
a
few
good
then
transform
letway some graffiti artists start, but who
The walls are often painted white first and then covters into a style and compete for recognition of their art, not
ered with rich, bright colors. Usually a wall 10 feet high and
their names.
20 feet wide will use approximately 15 to 30 cans of paint,
"Taggers give us a had name:* said Scape. a 16-year-
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’There is the thrill of being caught
and chased.’

School papers
miss shredder,
end up gift wrap
ConfidenSAN DIEGO (AP)
tial documents of the San Diego Unified School District took a wrong turn
on their way to the shredder and ended
up as gift wrapping at a novelty store.
where employees didn’t notice the
error until a shocked customer spotted
it.
"I’m a banker. Confidentiality is
a big thing to me," said Kraig Valiquet. who noticed that his gift was
wrapped in paper containing the
names, social security numbers and
some salaries of school district employees.
The snafu was explained Tuesday
at the school board meeting.
Frances P. Espy, a teacher at
Gompers Secondary School and coowner of Bumper Snickers, a shop at
the Seaport Village shopping center,
said one of her teen-age employees is
the daughter of a city school’s employee. The girl brought some
"scratch paper" into work that her
mother had brought home from the
school district, and Bumper Snickers
workers began using it to wrap purchases. Espy said.
George Russell, city schools assistant to the superintendent for personnel, said it appeared the mistake
went unnoticed for several weeks.
Russell said he saw printouts dating
bock to August. and Valiquet said he
saw printouts dating back to July.
School personnel services administrator Bill Hoover said the district
has a private contractor who destroys
papers provided by the Data Processing department, but the papers that
ended up at Bumper Snickers for some
reason didn’t follow the proper route.

Denise Wandler

Daily sta

ographer

Claude Fergeson. who teaches expression through members of his class about graffiti at a San Carlos
spray paint at the San Jose Museum of Art, talks to Street underpass known as the Walls of Fame.
which presents another problem.
Since most of the writers do not have access to a lot of
cash, they usually buy stolen paint. Dem said.
"1 usually buy it off of a kid who steals it. then sells it
cheap to me," Dein said.
Most of the writers agree that painting on another surface, with other types of paint doesn’t compare to graffiti
writing.
"The size,
big," Scape said. "Even if they gave
us all kinds of canvas, there’s nothing like writing on a
wall."
The class studies different styles of writing, such as the
earthquake style (cracked hits and letters). wild style

(usually unreadable pieces) and other styles made up by
individual writers. San Jose writers are different from
writers in other cities because they experiment more,
Fergeson said.
"In San Francisco, they all have the same style, it’s
not like that in San Jose," Scape said.
In San Jose, the class may he having an impact on the
community toward graffiti art. The class recently was given
a wall across from the museum on First Street by the San
Jose Art League.
"It doesn’t matter what anyone says," Scape said.
"Graffiti has been around for a long time on the walls and it
will always be there."

Guarantee
backs smarts
of new grads
HUN11 tit 105 BEAM AP)
s en Orange County
Graduates iit
high schools will arrive in the workplace next year with guarantees they
can read, write and count or he returned to the learning factory.
The Huntington Beach Union
High School District sent businesses
letters saying the district’s high
schools will stand behind their products.

COPY
YOUR
TERM
PAPER

kinkoss
481 E. San Carlos St.
Between 10th 8, 11th
295-5511

,4 phiL

PARAMOUNT
Ot_4IMPOIFITS
455 Meridian Ave, San Jose, CA (408)286-9839

BE PROUD... IN STYLE!
ATTENTION!! ALL FELLOW

The Business Consultant
A Whole New Idea in Calculators

SPARTANS!!

TOP-QUALITY LEATHER
ALL PURPOSE SPORTS SHOES NOW AVAILABLE

IN SJSU STYLE
ONLY $23.95 ORG. $45.98
SIZE: (Men’s) 7-13
(Women’s) 5-10

It’ll change your mind aboutitalculators. Here’s why NOu can
fell it what you want it to do. In your own words. Just:
Define your own special business formulas.
Or push a few buttons to gel to built-in business formulas.
then fill in your own numbers.

the Business Consultant gives you answers unmatched by any
other business calculator.
And, oh yes. It also does everything other business calculators
can do. Only more easily.
rha HEWLETT
try the Business Consultant today.
&FA PACKARD
Our Price: $146.95
Regular Price: $175.00

S PA.RTA N
BOOKSTOR
SPARTAN SHOPS b., I ti

Service ig our Major

1 GARMENT LEATHER UPPER

6. TERRY COLLAR LINING

2 DURABLE CAPPAUDIX OUTSOLE

7. REMOVABLE SOCK

3. SHOCK-PROFF EVA INSERT

8. VENTILATION HOLES

4. HEEL STABILIZER
5. SUPERB TEXON INSOLE

TIME:
PLACE:

9. LEATHER LACE HOLDER
10. COLORFUL SCHOOL DECAL

DEC. 5-6 (FRI. & SAT.) 9 AM TO 6 PM
SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON
MARKET AND SAN CARLOS (2 BLKS WEST FROM CAMPUS)
ROOM 209

INTRODUCTORY OFFER, 2 DAYS ONLY!
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Team bound
for Cal Bowl
tests for drugs

Police mistake
squirt guns for
real weapons

DRUG TEST. from page
The tests can pick up about 300 substances and are sensitive enough to possibly detect if an athlete has been in the
same room as someone else using marijuana. Gilbert said,
The NCAA’s drug -testing program also sends a conflicting message to athletes as students, he said.
On one hand, athletes are being told they are like other
students by having to meet more stringent academic requirements. but they are also being tested for drug use. "which
in essence sets them apart," Gilbert said.
Wagner said the NCAA is mainly looking for use of
steroids and other substances that would affect a player’s
performance.
drugs
An SJSU athlete testing positive for use of any
would be retested immediately. Wagner said.
If the second test was also positive, the athlete would
be ineligible for play in the Cal Bowl and would be retested
in 90 days in order to be reinstated for play in intercollegiate
sports, he said.
No further action would be taken by the university.
Wagner said.
But Gilbert said it would be difficult to maintain confidentiality if a football player tested positive for drug use.
"The media would be right on top of that," he said.
Walsh said the purpose of the NCAA drug testing program is to ensure teams are equally competitive and to protect the health of student athletes.
In the test, the athlete’s urine is chemically broken
down into its "component parts." Walsh said. "Each one
is identified as clearly as a fingerprint."

Game-playing SJSU student
almost shot by UPD officer
ASSASSIN, from page

John Duus

refrain from playing these kinds of
games, especially when they are supplementing them with firecrackers,
sounding like a ... firearm going
off.’’ Schatz said.
"There have already been several people shot in situations like that
where they have been playing and
they don’t recognize the officer is
playing a life -and -death game.’’
Schatz said.
Schatz mentioned an incident at
California State University at Long
Beach in 1981. In that incident a student, Mike Regan. and others were
playing with rubber band guns at
night, Long Beach State Detective
Mike Wood said.
Sgt. Steven King. investigating
the high number of burglaries on
campus, shot Regan after the student
ignored his command to freeze. The
student had mistaken King for another player and had shot at him with
his rubber band gun. Wood said.
Regan was shot twice in the
chest and once in the leg. He has
since recovered from the shooting,
and later admitted it "was a dumb
thing to do." Wood said.
’(The officer) is not going to let

Daily staff photographer

Jo Ng, University Police Department secretary, displays the t :zi squirt guns

someone approach him with what he
feels is a weapon, especially where
shots have been fired. The call v. as
about someone shooting a shotgun in
the area,’’ Schatz said.
Schatz said there was no indication that the SJSU student was under
the influence of any drugs or alcohol.
But after handcuffing him, the man
became abusive and began demanding the officer fight him, Schatz. said.
The student was given a citation
for obstructing officers and resisting
arrest. But UPD Investigator Alex
Dorouy said the department will be
dropping the charges against the student.
The two play guns were confiscated as evidence and they will not
be returned to the men, Schatz said.
The toy guns are about the same
size as a nine -millimeter Uzi automatic weapon, which is illegal. The
squirt guns are black and have a real
istic bullet magazine for water refills.
On Oct. 31 a man carrying what
police believed to he a gun was
spotted on campus. UPD searched for
him but didn’t find him. They later
found out from a witness that it was
merely a toy gun

The athlete’s privacy is maintained by assigning a code
to the sample while it’s analyzed, she said.
"It’s really very protective of the student athlete and
very expensive." Walsh said.
The tests cost Ivivveen 8200 and 5250 per player and
ire paid for by the NCAA. she said.

Spartan City takes plight to assemblyman
SPARTAN CITY, from page I
complex and complete their educations.
Alvarez said Tuesday that she hasn’t spoken to Vasconcellos yet and that the Spartan City residents will have to
be patient
"There are two things we’re kioking at." she said.
"One is the physical aspects of the Spartan City site and
whether it can be used for family housing. The other is the
philosophical concept of family housing.’’
Alvarez said she has no comment on the way the closure issue has been handled on campus. She said neither she
nor Vasconcellos are mediators who should pass judgment.
but rather they should be available to listen to people in the
San Jose’ iimmunity who have serious problems.
Vonderlin said she hopes Vasconcellos can he convinced of the predicaments that face students with families.
"These are the kinds of issues he stands for." Vonder-

lin said. "He’s been in his position for 20 years now."
Vonderlin said she also stressed the unique problems
that the single mother has in trying to balance a job. children and school. Besides attending SJSU and running a
household. Vonderlin also holds down a job in the School
of Social Science.
"When you educate a parent, you educate a child,"
she said. "You can’t just move into an old Victorian home
(around SJSU) because of the cost, and in a lot of places
they don’t want you 10 bring a child in."
Off-Campus /lousing Coordinator Mary Dannelly said
a single room in a local house averages between $250 and
5300. Renters of Spartan City apartments pay between $165
and 5200 per month.
University spokesman Dick Staley said last week that
although student housing is important to the president, the
unisersity can’t provide housing for everyone. He said

Jewish students urged to visit Israel
SECURITY. from page I
there can he no security if Arabs are
removed from their land because they
have no place else to go.
"The West must distrust the word
’security,’ when it comes from Israelis, for it means entirely. different to
different people:. Kimchi said
"Hut the average Israeli sees less
violence in a day’s time than the average New Yorker sees. Crime and viii knee on the streets and on TV in
America are tar more dangerous than
anything that the average Israeli encounters." he said.
"I’sfedia worldwide only shov,s

Reagan’s coat
sold for $4.70
ANTIOCH API
Greg Wooldridge says he didn’t even haggle
when he found an old dinner jacket on
sale for 54.70 in a thrift store. What
sold him was a label that reads: "Mr.
Ronald Reagan. 6-21-65. No. 7669.
The label was from Albert Mariani’s in Beverly Hills. Frank Manani,
who took over his father’s business in
1975, confirmed yesterday that the
black jacket was indeed sold to Reagan
on the specified date.
"Oh, sure. We’ve been making
his clothes since the 1930s." said the
clothier. who looked up the stock
number in an old ledger. He said the
jacket probably sold for about $351) to
$375 in 1965:
Mariani said exclusive clientele
are asked to cut out the label from a
jacket before turning it over to a charity, "but sometimes they forget or the
item gets away from them."
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the lighting and the terrorist acts over
and over, making people think it’s
more dangerous than it is.’’
The Israeli government only appears to he disorganized because people on both sides of the issue of "national identity" think it is a "life and

death matter." Kinichi said.
But he said radicals like Rabbi
Meyer Kahane will lose much of their
influence if more Jews from America
become citizens of Israel because they
have learned to solve their problems
on a more logical basis.

ALL. RIGHT, WHO’S gEENI
MESSING W riA MY SOVHANd

Spartan City residents have been treated fairly.
"Presumably. they’re mature adults who can take the
responsibility to find housing before the complex) closes,"
he said.
Alvarez said she will probably speak this week with
two consultants to Vasconcellos who are in the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee in Sacramento as education
and housing specialists. Her main question will be whether
the idea of family housing on college campuses is dead
among representatives in the state capital.
"I don’t think an answer is just going to pop up next
week and I hope they (Spartan City residents) understand
that," Alvarez said. "On an issue like this, a person can’t
just make a phone call and have everything resolved the
next day."
Vonderlin said she is frustrated at the lack of concern
that the campus community showed when the closure announcement was made.
"It makes residents who are politically active on this
issue feel very alone: she said.
Vonderlin said she doesn’t expect the average single
SJSU student to rally around their cause. She said she is
working on a plan to find past Spartan City residents who
will talk about the experience and benefits of living there
while attending school.

Braces aren’t forever. . .

Peter Stein
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After his fourth scoreless game, Mel starts
wondering if he’s got the rules straight.
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SMILES are!
The Orthodontist for SSW Students
Dr. Todd Walsh
1(X)O’Connor Dr San Jose
292-1583

Give yourself the advantage that over
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Come see how
"Word Processing*
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Move paragraphs from "here" to "there" by using Cut Copy. and Paste.
Place graphics with your text A picture says a thousand words.
Correct mistakes easily by clicking the "mouse".
Format your page the way "YOU" want it.
Spelling Checkers available.
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a trademark ot Apple Computer Inc

Question: Tired of retyping Page 3 of a 10 page
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Campus

tablish Jul osersight committee to keep
an eye on athletics program finances
by merging the two athletic departments. said Dan Buerger. executive
assistant to the president.

In an attempt to boost sagging attendance figures. the Associated Students Program Board is examining the
possibility of selling beer and other
concessions at its events.
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special summer account.
The union representing Associated Students employees might Ilk a
lawsuit against the board because of
differences regarding the legality of
three parts of an A.S. resolution
passed in July. a union representative
said.

The Associated Students is moving toward adopting a full -year budget
which would eliminate the need for a

President Gail Fullerton will es-
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dents Join our marketing stall
Take new and renewal magazine

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbat dinners. parties

ADULT ( XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 irecording)
to get your copy 24 hrs FREE

orders by phone Mon thru Weds
A Sal
Sun Outstanding earning

AIRPLANE RIDES" Se
HIM.*
airport on Dec 6 Sponsor San
Jose Precision Flight Team

KIDDIE WORLD TOYS 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. 241.1100
Warehouse. sales. cashier positions open Apply at Kiddie World
NO calls

Sunday brunches lectures. Tuesday Lunch and Learn
Isrell
dancing, holiday celebration.
For information call Hiliel It 294.
8311

services. admin data processing.
public avearen.
fund-ralsing.
etc BI- & mono-lingual. all ma.
lore grad A undergred E Roar’.
enc. from clerical to posi-grad.
Intl z-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Box
952.S J 95106. 280-5055
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HELP FOSTER KIDS" Work with 50.
dal workers-day, evening. or Sat
today lea caring volunteer Call
Evelyn Storm .1 299.2794
RESEARCH PAPERS 15.270 AVAIL.
ABLE. Catalog $200 Research
11322 Idaho, 020601 Lo An.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & pro.
leitslonel growth as Volunteer In
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling
support

gales
90025
VISA MC
CO0121314774474

or

LOOKING

FOR

TIME work,
Togo at 900 N First Si Is hiring
for day time positions Please call
2874570 or inquire wrthin

McDONALD’s NOW HIRING’ Premium
pay. hour. flexible around school
schedule Two-five days. 10-35
Ms ark interviews M-F 3-4prn
Contact Mike or Lucy al 358-3095.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. pan
tin. NOW. M.N. Christmas
break Call Debby or Janet al Rue
sells Furniture-296-7393
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Na.
Ilona!
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work and se este
break work It accepted you will
earn 19 25 starting’ Part time (20)

SAVE 5200 on wedding ring set Find
out how Cell Victoria at 998-0160
until ripen

earnings per weals equal $185
Full (401 earnings per week equal
$370 No experience is needed because of our intensive on the lob

AUTOMOTIVE

training program Good math and
reading stalls ore
plus Some

BUGS FOR SALE!" San Jose’s best
BUGS All Quitrents." 100.. Il
nancing. OAC Call VW Restore.
lion Cl 297-8200 5200 discount on
vehicle purchase. univ ID
PROF

76 MG MIDGET

cond new tires or

breaks, full time work is available
Call today for information and an

excel

74 DATSUN ST WON non great gd
shape, am fm cast. $775 bo 71
OATSUN SEDAN 1200 $650. bo
72 OTSN $550. bo Call 370-2563
69 BUG short on looks long on rellia
bIlity $475 best offer Call Katie at
993-1207

COMPUTERS
Rent
MACINTOSH USERS
LaserWriter
Plus
time on
printer
Wordprocessing
and
W eight typing services also Cell
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup

APPLE

Reasonable rel..

COMPUTER EASE Computta time or
private Inetruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar wordperiect witting
thesis.nt or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
cies*. only n71990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS
PorlabMs-OSBORN-TRS-1110.

5

.......
SOO Dish formals
P.0$1400
disk
Word
0.5.0,. Meg
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Deilteeftf.
Data
Creative
9119-

Over

10.

addition. it you qualify corporate
scholarships ars awarded internships are pOSsibie and you may
earn 134 credits per quarter or
5011100101 During your winter,
spring, and especially summer

72 GHIA

Nowa system. brakes. ca. A
xtra 24k mil. $2400. 24S-8936

and delivery
quality work.

evening and weekend position
are evade.le and some fiexibility
Is allowed during final exams In

own.

MUST SELL

cond motor body Ong
1206 rel. carb 295-9096

14001666-6060

IBM MONO CARD A MONITOR $175.
IBM CGA & Amdek 61. monitor
64k 184k
5125
AST
6-pack
rmall.function
sea
$110 135
par clk 2566 140 736-7120.005
IBM XT COMPATIBLE 256k. 2 drives
monhor keyboard. MG P. $695
20MB hard disk drive
640K
monitor
keyboard. $1095
Dol
mat.. printer $240 Letter pal
115. 1295 0na block horn campus
404 S 3r0 Si . 02. COMO! of San
Salvador PC-COM. 295-1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS" OustOy cotton products
Creel@ your own living & sleeping
space wIth our futon. pillows
and frames Custom Futons A Pil.
lows Plus 900 5 Winchester
296-6161
Jose
San
Blvd
GRAND OPENING SALE,
I SELL ONLY ONE model and size
01 bike. but you can own
(23
new 12-09ee4 for less Men $
111HC Bicycle Sales offers low.
00.1transportation needs for the
student 30 day guarani. All
sells final Call Days 942.7736
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Om
row Men, from u’ Real Etale
Motivetional. Soles A Business
homestudy courses Hundreds
In choose front’ Well also accept
any used courses for credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(800)924-2222 132

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING SALES" Become pan
of a network of over 85 college
campuses nationwide Gain waltz
able work ...ince while going
10 .01,001 selling display advertis
ing in your class sated.. Res
teurent guides coupons and eto
dont buying guide sections 100.,
patronised readership We offer
Flexible 1,1.10111 schedule Eecel.
lent commissions paid weekly

EARN $460 weekly, $60 per hundred
stuffed Guartinteed
enveiope
NornewOrkere needed for company protect stuffing envelopes
and sesernbling materials Send
Clamped self addressed envelope
IP MIX Mail Co P 0 Boe 25.1
Coeliac. Ca 91312
HAS A GOOD PAY’ New
business. making dietance frrn
SJSU OPPORTUNITY, 293-2245

FIffilit Flex

PROINSTRUCTORS -MOVEMENT
GRAM’ Specie( Ed Students 4-11
3491,,
P.1
Call
yrs WS days -$4
Keegan at 9114-3257 (City Santa
CM.)
J0013, JOBS, JOBS’ Ideal for etu

rates Send SASE to NGCC. P 0
Bow 287111., San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try now herbal wiNght control pro.
gram No drugs. no Marc.*
101r. guaranteed Call
7503

275-9885 It the line is busy,
plea. be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberhips for the mato’
oil companies Pay -time easy
hours. weekly paychecks 57 to

408) 245,

PD DATE NEEDED Hi. I’m Ron F! I like
football 4 hanging out in front of
the Union You’ve probably seen
in Call if interested 259-2033
PROFESSORA EXAM FILES avalleble
for
Engineering
18
required
courses In CE. EE. ME end Mat
Engrl, EIT. Calculus, Chemistry
and Physics Avalleble at Sparta
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
SAWASOEE" ALL THAI STUDENTS
WI need you to loin our merely
formed THAI Student Association Please contact Pantipa at
279-4575

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry at 296-0204
for worhipcounseling,programs
Ind study opportunities
Rev
Natalie ShirasEr Bob litger.Sr
Joan Pewits.
nab..

Rev

Norb

Elm

BARE IT ALL" Slop shaving waxing.
tweezing Let me permanently remove your unwented hair (chin.
bikini tummy moustache, beck.
shoulders etc) 15.. discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas, 1986 & get your 1st
appt et 1 2 price Unwanted hall
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren. A E Lad 559-3500, tor
sp. 1645 S Bascom Ave eC

ence tor your resume 14 C Smith
Corp 247.0570

HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

STUDENT ASSISTANT position in Si
dent Activities & Servtces Office
to assist in developing mstertals
lor student organizations and student leadership program 15-20
hrs wk.
54 50
Apply
by
12 10 86InCAF Bldg

EE6 1E4"
IS THAT DESIGN protect
due & you have no resources for
ideas or what to build, SHI ENttronic is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)
&computer Information needs tor
the student Call Days 942.7736
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

TEACHERS A AIDES tor preschooi
LG SJ area 6 ECE units preferred
(4013)723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
atmopreschool with caring

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 min.
utes FREE Prectice limited to ell
speicts of immigration and natu-

sphere Need ECE, enthusiasm
and treetivIty Flexible hours II
friendly stet, Little Scholars Preschool. 239-1474 or 274-4728
TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS needed to sell
ractlo air time 2 shifts Barn -I? or
1pm
Spm (TEN) Ito h,
BONUS Call Mrs Green at 377

ralization

law
Office located
within 10 minute* from campus
Call Robert Ng at 14081 289-6400
loran appointment
KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS OPENED.
autos (moll foreign A domestic)
Home A buiness.rekeying. lock.
deadb011e Installed Mobilebonded -licensed Open 9 to 6pm.

3800

Mon thru Sat (Sun by appointment} EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner rnember-NL A.

TELEPHONE SALES-part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury ...1 Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or
4 30PM-11 30PM
Mon -Frl
plus
Sal Call today (406)963-1800

I. IA Evergreen Locksmith & Security Service. call 270-3277. SJ
PERMANENT

HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women Special reIl with
faculty or student ID Private A
confidential Weekdays. evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly-

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished se
cure and sole rooms. FREE utilities and housekeeping service
Reason.ls retes-sharld or single available Walking distance to
San Jose Stale Office 72 N Sth

Is Center Koll Bus... Park et
Iftivy 101 A N Fairoks Ave 14081
734-3115
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ
ers scholar and public official.
Specializing in historical politics!. biographical topics Student
discounts aveilable For free into.

ST, 906-0234
BDFIM.BTH A prkg Walk to SJSU
/wall Jan 1st Nonsmoking FE998.
MALE. clean 5300 dep
0160
DORM ROOM FOR FEMALE at reduced price Please call 277-8636
anytime"
RENTALS SAN JOSE’ Nr
SJSU A downtown Frm 5195 mo
charming near Olsen Victorlan

LOWEST

write

SIERRA ICE new company specializing in sales & delivery of cubed
Ice for parties or any occasion
For 10 cents per pound we offer
FREE delivery and require NO
MINIMUM purchase amount in
addition to ke sales we rent and
sell ice machines for your home
or business For Information call

Don t wad’ 295-4483 971-6094
NEEDED TO SHARE
1 2 utile Turn
CONDO-5350
MBR-btfilactrul, pool. 25E5529

ONE BEDROOM APT no pets, single
adult $400 rno Four bloclm front
campus Call 293-4091
RESERVE AN APT for Jenuary Huge
security 2 bdrrn 2 bth I blk from
campu 148 E Williams & 4111

CL 0 6003-8 M.o. Lane,

Columbia, MO 21045

toll FREE (9OO) 345-4423

NONSMOKER

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
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Touted SJSU flutist plays
master’s recital tonight
By Amy L. PabaIan
Daily staff writer
Playing the flute at the age of 13
was somewhat of a chance thing for
Teresa Orozco. Her best friend was
playing the flute, so Orozco decided to
also take lessons. At the age of 16, she
was illegally playing jazz in night
clubs.
Since then, Orozco changed her
musical taste to the classics and won
several awards and competitions. She
plays in orchestral engagements, ensembles and recitals in preparation for
her ultimate goal: to be the principal
flutist furs major symphony.
Orozco will perform a master’s
recital at 8:15 tonight at the SJSU Concert Hall. The recital is the first of two
required in the Master’s of Music in
Performance, which Orozco is seeking.
The 24-year-old graduate student
will be accompanied by Roxanne Michaelian on piano and special guest
flutist Francesca Cox.
Tonight’s two-part program will
include selections from Franz Josef
Haydn. Johann Sebastian Bach, Eldin
Burton. Aaron Copland and Franz
Doppler. The program is free and open
to the public.
Between practice, classes, teaching private lessons, work and a fiance.
Orozco said she will have to decide
whether to go to Florida or Paris to
study with prestigious instructors, or
apply for admission to Yale.
"I just want to perform and see
what my chances are," Orozco said.
"I have faith that my career will go in
the right direction because I’ve worked
hard for it and Hove it."
Isabelle Chapuis-Starr, a professor of flute at SJSU, agrees that
Orozco has the potential to reach her
goal. She said that in her I 1 years at
SJSU she has not met many students
who have talent such as Orozco.
"She has grown incredibly. She
is ready to try anything," the instructor said. Chapuis-Starr is also the principal flutist for the San Jose Opera
Company and co-principle for the San
Franciso Chamber Orchestra.
Orozco also takes private lessons
from San Jose Symphony principal
flutist Maria Tamborrino.
"She is an excellent musician

’I have faith that my
career will go in the
right direction because
I’ve worked hard for it
and Hove it.’
Teresa Orozco,
SJSU flutist

who has a wonderful feel for music."
Tamborrino said. Although there is
tough competition in the music yoirld.
Tamborrino said if she "works hard
enough and with a little luck, she’ll
make it."
Orozco also studied with Julius
Baker, a professor at Juilliard School
of Music and Lloyd Gowen, principal
flutist of the San Francisco Symphony.
Omzco, who also plays the piccolo. said she practices at least three to
four hours a day sometimes up to
seven and a half hours --- depending
on her schedule.
Orozco said she has learned how

to cope with the pressure and anxiety
that are a part of her field. She said she
tries to do as many auditions, competitions and appearances as possible to
get used to performing.
To mentally prepare for a performance. "I try to be centered and focus
on the music," Orozco said. "It’s almost spiritual . . . You want to he so
much involved with the music that all
that is happening is you are making
music."
Breathing exercises before performances and knowing the pieces
well also helps her overcome any feeling of anxiety or stage fright, she said.
Some of the awards and competitions she has won include the 1986
Mozart Festival Young Artist (’ompetition for Wind Instrumentalists; 1986
National Orchestra of New York. finalist; 1985 Mu Phi Epsilon Competition-San Jose Chapter, and 1984 Robert Mondavi Young Artist Competition
Napa Valley. honorable mention.
Omico said she is the onl) musical person in her family, hut it is %cry
supportive . . . I couldn’t ask or a
better family. They go to every single
performance I do."
Movie audiences will have the
chance to see Orozco perform on tla
big screen. She plays a small part in
the upcoming movie "Blood Red . In
the film. Orozco plays the piccolo as Teresa Orozco, who pia) s tonight in the Music Conpart of a five -member band that is per cert Hall. comes highly recommended by her instrucforming for a family celebration

Denise Woodier Daily staff

tors, Music Professor Isabelle Chapuis-Starr and
Maria Tamborrino. San Jose Symphony flutist.
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Death on the streets
In an., no, Iii. nothing

Is

erns,n In: death whi

Benjamin Franklin,
American scientist and statesman
Awoman in shabby men’s jeans, wearing no
shoes, tries to push her rickety shopping can
onto the sidewalk. The wheels are stuck. A torn
blanket is caught in them.
She begins to scream out of frustration. Nobody
is ill help her. Her eyes are red and swollen and fulled
with pus. Her skin is blotchy. She has diseases. And.
she will be dead in seven years.
Latest statistics show the average homeless
person will survive only seven years on the street. A
32 -year-old would live to be 39. Forget the gypsy
mystique and the jolly hobo.
"You went to college and left me, that’s what
you did!" the woman screams at no one we see.
"You’re mean and I hate you!"
She wails, yells and cries. Everybody ignores
her. She’s crazy.
Release from institutions is the major cause of
homelessness. Studies show that at least 42 percent sit
the homeless arc severely mentally ill.
Streets have replaced asylums in the ’80s.
California sees a lot of transients walking down its
streets, sleeping in its parks and eating out of its trash
k ,ills

A man walks through SISU’s campus looking
through the garbage cans. He picks something up,
tears it in half and then throws it back in the can. Then
he takes out a bottle of Thunderbird, a cheap red wine,
from his coat and takes a swig.
He doesn’t talk to anyone and nobody talks to
him.
Often the homeless become or already are
alcoholics when they hit the streets.
The distressing thing about their situation is that
the the two most common diseases for the homeless
are curable. Lithium can control schizophrenia. A
person can lead a normal life with medical care. And
alcoholism can he treated. The homeless have been
abandoned by the government.
An internal investigation by the National Institute
of Mental Health, from as early as 1964. showed onethird of patients with schizophrenia were given no
referral for further care once they were thrown out of
the hospital.
Some were given only a week’s worth of
medicine and the hospitals had knowledge the released
patients had no residence and no further means of
getting more medicine.
Dunng the era of the Great Society. President
Kennedy proposed a Community Mental Health
Centers hill which passed in 1963. However, we see
retrenchment and abandonment of this hill in the ’80s.
We have witnessed the challenge of dealing with
a welfare state in a capitalist society. However, this
challege has not been met. Instead it has left the
society and its social programs in a state of disarray
We have an infatuation with tree enterprise and
self-reliance. We scramble for tax deductions and t he
homeless scramble for a dry spot to escape from the
rain.
We are consumers. They collect too -- shopping
carts full of nothing. We a:cumulate toasters,
microwaves and cars. They collect plastic bags.
cigarette wrappers and pieces of rubber tires.
We are capitalists interested in getting through
college, getting a good job and making money. People
are dying and we don’t care.
We are a ruthless bunch.
A black market price for a cadaver’s arm is $65
.111,1.1 head goes for a whopping SI 51)
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor.
Pandora’s Box is appearing for the last time.
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’Star Trek’ film sequel
proves to be hokey
Illy Frank Michael Mown
Down-to-earth is no place for a "Star
Trek" movie.
But this planet in 1986, specifically
San Francisco, is where James T. Kirk.
Spock and crew land in the latest of the
where -no-man -has -gone -before
senes.
"Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home."
San Francisco may he as exotic as
many of the places and planets "Star Trek"
has taken us. But a Bay Area Rapid Transit
train can get there faster than the U.S.S. Enterprise.
Or shall we say the former U.S.S. Enterprise.
As we recall, in our last episode. "Star
Trek III: The Search for Spock." the United
Federation of Planets starship went down in
flames during a nasty battle with the vicious
Klingons.
But Kirk resourcefully commandeered
a Klingon ship, saving his crew from certain
death once again.
Now, however, the crew of the former
Enterprise is called to save the earth by traveling hack in time and - get this -- stealing
two humpback whales.
It seems a
looking suspiciously. like a cross between a metallic sausage and Vger from the first "Star Trek.’
movie
is playing havoc with the 23rd century earth’s weather.
High -density" sounds are beamed
from the probe to the earth’s oceans to make
contact with the highly -intelligent humpback whales. UnfOrtunately, the sea mammals have been extinct for centuries - -three
to be exact.
Enter in our intrepid time travelers in
what is perhaps the most ridiculous plot
ever to disguise itself as serious science fiction. If "Star Trek" creator Gene Roddenberry were dead, he’d probably he rolling in
his grave.

probe-

"Star Trek IV" repeatedly strains its
credibility, especially for Bay Area audiences
We’re asked to believe, for example,
that the Monterey Bay Aquarium is some -

MATCH

thing called the CCIaL’eall Inslitille and is actually located in Sausalito.
Even an Industnal Light and Magic
special effect giving the marine museum a
San Francisco skyline makes this difficult to
believe.
Furthermore, the city to the north may
he a little weird, hut a group of grown men
and women walking about town in maroon
polyester jumpsuits would he hound to attract some attention.
In earlier jaunts in time, our crew made
an effort to blend in. Somehow, in this episode. Kirk and the gang forgot.
The inconsistencies go on, hut the biggest one raises its ugly head as it has in past
’’Star Trek" movies.
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If ’Star Trek’ creator
Gene Roddenberry
were dead, he’d
probably be rolling in
his grave.
Just what are these aged astronauts still
doing jaunting about the galaxy’?
Leonard Nimoy (Spock) and James
Doohan (Scotty), for example, are well into
their fiOs
certainly past Stadleet retirement age.
To spoil the ending for you. Kirk and
the crew are given a new Enterprise for further galactic exploration.
Rumor has it work has already begun
on the next movie. Maybe they’ll call it
"Star Trek V: The Enterprise Rest Home."
But "Star Trek fans would probably
he better off if Paramount Pictures pulled
the plug on the sequels now, while audiences at least have some good memories.

Cover
Baldwin Chin
concentrates on his
shot during an SJSU
tournament .

Cover photo by
Alan Dep

Editor’s Note
This will he the last Entertainer of the semester. Amy
L. Pahalan will take hold of
the reins next semester when
she becomes editor. Happy.
holidays and peace, love and
happiness.
--Shelly O’Day
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Irish band’s rock
shows no sham
By JaneII Hall
Another Irish hand has joined
the ranks of the pop culture as The
Fountainhead releases its debut
album.
The two man hand, made up of
Pat O’Donnell and Steve Belton,
follow quite well in the footsteps of
other Irish and British greats such as
U2. Simple Minds and the Eurythmics. But their sound is all its own.
The album, "The Burning
Touch." certainly displays the
hand’s influence by these other
hands, but only on the surface. The
songs go beyond the everyday pop
sound and seem to show off the
group’s wide variety of musical expertise.
Probably the two strongest selections from the album are the first
song from the first side and the last
song on the second side.
"Rhthym Method" has somewhat of an eerie quality, but by listening to it a little longer, you will
he pleasantly surprised with the
great dance heat. The song has a
strong sound which is present from
beginning until end.
Take My Life seems to
echo the heat of the prey ious song.
but has a hit more impact. The
sound is unpredictable. hut very
pkviitive.
Probably the only low points
on this album are the songs "SomMembers of the Irish band, Fountainhead, from left. Steve Belton times" and "Faraway. Both seem
and Pat O’Donnell
to cater more to the teeney-hopper

generation and don’t come off as serious as the other selections, One
could almost mistake ’’Sometimes’’
as being performed by the Babys, or
some other sickening sweet hand.
But fortunately, the presence of
these two tracks on the album
doesn’t detract from the hand’s total
sound.
The Fivantainhead’s hest asset

The overall sound is
very dynamic and
real.
is definitely its musical talent, especially its guitar and bass performances. The hand does rely on keyboards and synthesizers. hut for the
most part, the acoustic and electric
guitar solos carries it through
The overall sound is very dy comic and real. the sound is never
forced. For a hand that has been together for only four years, The
Fountainhead is quality music.

The hand will he appearing at
the Stone in San Francisco tomorrow night Dec. 5. so you can check
out the merchandise before you
hu

Cabaret adds pizazz to South Bay nightlife
By Scott G. Hamilton
With downtown redevelopment in full
swing, there is at least one influential person on
the South Bay nightlife scene who doesn’t think
it’s necessarily the place to he.
Jack Mariano. owner of the Cabaret nightclub. said he thinks being located in a more suburban area is just fine.
Mariano, who has been operating his club at
370 Saratoga Ave. since he built it in 1978, said
his club’s location on the fringes of San Jose has
been instrumental to its success.
donl think a person is going to go home
and change if he lives in the likes of Los Gatos or
Milpitas or ev en here (in West San Jose where
the Cabaret is located i and then turn around to go
see a show." Mariano said. "We’re out here
where the people live
Together with Booking and Promotion
Agent Greg Stone. Mariano said he manages to
consistently draw packed houses for performances by local and nation rock acts. jazz nights.
weekly 1)1 dancing and the club’s long -running
male bikini rev icy,
All lit this, in spite of the fact that the Cabaret is tucked into an isolated corner of a shopping
center behind a hofbrau house and a pay -by -the -

Idol’s LP
shows he’s
more than
spikey hair

hour hot tub joint.
Maybe it is because. not surprisingly. Mariano is a man who plays by his own rules. He said
he is becoming leary of "avant-garde new wave
stuff. lie also won’t hook acts he thinks will
cause crowd -control problems, even if they’re a
sure draw. And he’s not afraid to tell promoters
what he thinks
His gutsy instincts appear tithe right. By investing in sound and light equipment good
enough for much bigger venues. Mariano has
created an environment that draws big hands to
the South Bay. And they want to conic hack, he
said.
it’s
"We’re set up like a concert hall
what makes the show happen. he said. "Acts
are at ease playing here because everything is
right."
Stone, who is heifer known for his Sunday
night "Stone Trek radio program. agreed.
"We’ve got the hest sound and lights around.
he said. "What you’re selling is sound. and Jack
keeps upgrading it all the time
The nurturing is obvious at a Cabaret show.
The sound is loud hut crisp, and the layout of the
club makes it so that each of the 7(11) people in a
sellout crowd can. as Mariano puts it. "actually

The Associated Press
Like Cyndi Lauper and the Eurythmics’ Annie Lennox, Billy Idol
is a rock singer whose outrageous
appearance demands attention. And
like Lawyer and Lennox, Idol’s success goes beyond his looks.
In Idol’s case, the image is a
mixture of elf and juvenile delinquent. He wears spiky hair, revealing costumes and a sneer. But he’s

see their faces.
With such a wide variety of shows, the club
offers something for everybody. Seeing national
acts like the Romantics or Pat Travers in a club
setting can be an exciting experience, and local
hands really play up when they’re on the Cabaret
stage. The club dray.s cream of the jazz crop
shows, too.
According to Mariano. there are more big
things coming up for the Cabaret and its audiences. including:
An expansion that will allow capacity
of 1. IN). awaiting city approval.
The club will utilize its live sine’.
en1 which it used to broadcast a I
sh, , er KOML in filly
The newly limited Rockers Again,’
Drunk Driving will kick ill ts national our ai
,
the Cabaret Dec 13 %A ith national tele,
erage.

Pop Tops
The following are Billboard’s hot record hits.
HOT SINGLES
I ."The Next Time I Fall"
Peter Cetera with Amy Grant
(Warner Bros.)
2."You Give Love a Bad
Name" Bon Jovi (Mercury)
3. "Hip to Be Square" Huey
Lewis & The News (Chrysalis)
4."The Way It Is Bruce
Hornsby & The Range (RCA)
5."Walk Like an Egyptian"
Bangles (Columbia)
6."Word Up" Cameo (Atlanta Artists)
7."Everybody Have Fun Tonight" Wang Chung (Geffen)
8. "Human"
The Human
League (A&M)
9."Love Will Conquer All"
Lionel Richie (Motown)
10."To Be a Lover Billy
Idol (Chrysalis)
TOP LP’S
I ."Bruce Springsteen & The
E Street Band 1.ive 19751985" Bruce Springsteeri ((’olumbia)
Boston
Stage’’
2."’Third
(MCA)
3."Slippery When Wet Bon
Jovi (Mercury )
Platinum
(More than I million units
sold.)
4. -1-Ore!" Huey Lewis & The
News (Chrysalis)
5."The Way It Is Bruce
Hornsby & The Range (RCA)-Gold (More than 500,(X11)
units sold)
h."Graceland" Paul Simon
(Warner Bros. )--Gold
7. "Dancing on the Ceiling"
Lionel Richie (Motown)--Platinum
8."Whiplash Smile" Billy
Idol (Chrysalis)
Cyndi
Colors
9."True
Lauper (Portrait f--Platinum
10."Word Up Cameo (Atlanta Artists) --Gold

.

Apparently. Mariano has struck a
balance between stadium concerts and bar hand
shows. The big sound is there, hut so are the re
laying atmosphere and the drinks.
"They’re getting their money’s worth," he
said contentedly.

also a talented, modem -day rocker
whose sound has ties to the past.
On "Whiplash Smile." Idol’s
third album, the self-styled rebel
rocker combines ringing guitars,
electronic percussion and his trademark slurring vocals to produce
tight. play -it-loud metal music.
"Whiplash Smile" also contains
ballads on which Idol sounds menacing and caressing at the same

time, like a latter-day Elvis.
’To Be a Lover might he this
album’s
"White
Wedding.’’
"Rebel Yell" or "Dancing With
Myself. Idol’s previous hits. The
song is powered by locomotive percussion, a soulful chorus and Idol’s
mumbling, rolling vocals.
"Sweet Sixteen is the kind of
blue-collar anthem popularized by
Bruce Springsteen.
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on
the
MOUNT

Above, the entrance to Lick Observatory on top o
Mount Hamilton. Top, a view of the valley from the
parking lot. l’he building o kb a dome lop houses the
Shane 120-inch reflector, top right. Far right. the observatory’s refractor, built in 1888. is no longer in use.

By F.C. Walters
atop Mount Hamilton. east of San
High
Jose. al the end of 18 winding miles of
narrow highway, there thrives a small.
sell -sufficient community whose mission is to
keep continuous watch on the universe.
Twenty-six employees live on the mountain
at Lick Observatory with their families. There are
homes on the mountain, as well as a post office, a
recreation center, a school, a power generator, a
water tank and a sheriff’s deputy. There are also
deer, raccoons and rabbits. It is a quiet, pastoral
environment, far removed from the congestion
and smog of the city below.
But the quiet belies the steady activity which
involves all of the workers there.
They are responsible for maintaining and
monitoring the eight telescopes, the computers
and all the delicate peripheral equipment which
receive and process continually gathered
information from throughout the cosmos
The telescopes and equipment are for the
use of research astronomers and advanced
graduate students who come to the mountain
from all parts of the country and from countries
around the globe.
The scholars apply to study at Mount
Hamilton months before they arrive at the
campus. The mountain and the observatory are
part tit the University of California at Santa Cruz.
The administrative branch of the observatory is in
Santa Cruz, as is the committee which selects
those who will study at the mountain for up to
five days at a time during each quarter.
The observatory serves six of the nine
University of California campuses. Besides Santa
Cruz. the others are in Irvine. San Diego. Los
Angeles, Berkeley and Davis.
In 1874. James Lick, a wealthy and
eccentric piano maker turned real estate investor,
instructed his board of trustees to spend S700,000
to purchase land and to construct an observatory
and a powerful telescope "supenor to and more
powerful than any telescope yet made."
Lick also specified the observatory he
entrusted to the Regents of the University of
California and that "it shall he made useful in
promoting science; and the said telescope and

observatory are to be known as the Lick
Astronomical Department of the University ol
California.
Ronald L. Laub, superintendent of the
observatory said Lick’s first choice for a suitable
memorial and mausoleum for himself which was
like a pyramid he had seen on a trip to Egypt. He
wanted one built in downtown San Francisco,
Laub said.
Instead, an astronomer friend of Lick’s
persuaded him that an observatory would be a
better way of ensuring that he would he
remembered. His friend pointed out astronomy
was a science as old as the pyramids and it would
go on forever.
Lick approved that idea. He envisioned the
world’s largest telescope at the corner of Fifth
and Market streets in San Francisco.
Again, his astronomer friend persuaded him
that a more practical site would he atop a
mountain, where the telescope would not
affected by the lights of the city at night
After a month -long search for the proper
mountain top, Mount Hamilton was chosen
because of its high elevation - - at 4,200 feet. the
and for its
highest peak in the Diablo Range
proximity to San Jose.
Lick’s only condition was that Santa Clara
County build a good highway to the top of the
mountain. The county agreed, and the road was
completed in the fall of 1876.
It was also in the fall of 1876 that James
Lick died, never having been on the mountain.
More than 10 years later, in January 1887.
when what was then the world’s largest
telescope, a 36-inch refractor, had been installed
in the dome of the Main Building, and the
observatory building was almost complete,
Lick’s remains were placed in the floor at the
have of the telescope A bronze tablet hears the
inscription, "Here lies the body ot James Lick.During the first years after the observatory
opened, much of the work focused on
double stars, solar eclipses and the
planets. For example, four of the satellites of
Jupiter were discovered at Lick.
The current work focuses on quasi-stellar
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daxies, gaseous nebulae, stars and star
tor example. a graduate student at Lick
,eks ago was studying how a star was
Is molecules, or how a star was dying.
itigh the .16-inch refractor telescope in
fluilding has been surpassed in site and
y. it remains a valuable tool. However.
used now because accumulated
damage has made its dome unsafe.
irk is scheduled to begin in July and
I by June I. 1988, the observatory’s

nigh the observatory is essentially a
acility for scholars, there is a free
rogram for interested lay people. It
10 consecutive Friday nights.
in July. when programs on astronomy
story of the observatory are presented
hhe can look through a telescope. The
sell out quickly, so reservations are
nub said.
, ILaub has produced an annual
r concen of classical and baroque
formed by local musicians, including
ac students. The $14 fee for the concert
uctible and will be used for refinishing
of the Main Building and for
g VCRs and monitors for use by
the observatory.
Observatory is open every day of the
pt Thanksgiving and the day after.
Eve. Christmas and the day alter
Main Building and Gift Shop are open
5 p.m. A visitors’ gallery at one of the
servatories is open from 10 a. m to 5
nod or gas is available at Mount
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The large hall of the Main Buildings lined
with photographs taken through the telescopes of
of the Milky Way. the moon
the observatory
in all its phases, star clusters, Saturn and all its
rings in translucent color, and many others.
The floors are of grey marble. The walls are
a blue -grey marble up to the height of the
window sills. The wood in the building is very
fine. This is appropriate, because. as Laub
pointed out. Lick’s first career was as a maker of
fine pianos and he used only the best wood.
Laub also said that on a clear day on top of
Mount Hamilton. you can see Half Donie in
Yosemite National Park to the east. and Mount
Lassen to the north. The view from any direction
on a clear day would be a photographer’s dream.
However, with the exception of the It)
Friday nights in summer and the night of the
annual concert, all visitors must leave the area of
the observatory by 5 p.m. If visitors were
allowed to stay past that time, the lights of their
cars would obstruct the real work of the
observatory, which begins as darkness descends.
In fact, in response to requests from
astronomers. the Sun Jose City Council has
required new developments louse low-pressure,
sodium-vapor outdoor lighting --- that gives the
night sky an orange cast - which astronomers
are able to filter out through their lenses.
Thus, each day at 5 p.m., lay visitors leave
Mount Hamilton. Most of the employees return
to their homes. Others enter the domes and
equipment rooms of the observatories to monitor
computers and the events of the night.
And the visiting astronomers settle down
before their telescopes for another night of
working for a clearer perception of the universe.

Photos by
Denise Wendler
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Entertainment
Briefly

’City Lights’ produces local’s work
Joan Johnson’s The Magic Hand’
to be shown first in theater’s line-up

Busey
rejuvenates

By Brian Fedrow
The City Lights Theater Company will bring an original play
called "The Magic Hand" to the
slag tomorrow night - then the director, writer and actors will ask the
audience how it should he changed.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
After only a decade in films,
Gary Busey thinks he may be
at the beginning of his third
career, which includes dropping 60 pounds during a yearking regimen and ending his
dependence on drugs and
booze. Busey’s latest film is
’Eye of the Tiger.’’

LIFE’s
siblings
NEW YORK (AP)
When it comes to family, the
material girl is true blue.
When Life magazine wanted
her to pose. Madonna insisted
her seven siblings pose too.

Humorless
’Trick’
Cheap Trick’s early albums were fun because the
band produced a heavy sound
with a light touch. No more.
Layers of keyboards and programmed drums bury Rick
Nielsen’s high-voltage guitar
style and Bun E. Carlos’ propulsive drumming in the new
I .P "The Doctor."

Church
Studio
MONTREAL (AP) A
Catholic
twin-steepled
Church. St. Eustache. is the
unorthodox but spectacularly
successful recording studio of
the Montreal Symphony Orchestra. Nineteen recordings
made in St. Eustache over the
past six years have elevated
the Montreal Symphony w international stature.

Another
Kennedy
TV film
NEW YORK (AP) Ted
Kennedy Jr. says he’s pleased
with how a television movie
about his struggle with cancer
turned out. hut wishes it could
have been made about any
family rather than focusing on
America’s best-known political clan.
Kennedy said he wasn’t
really crazy about the movie
being made. They haven’t
turned out that well in the
past, he said.

left, Karen Liolios, Director Jay. Morse, right, and Robin
seated, rehearse for the S.J. production of ’The Magic Hand’

free-for-all though and it’s not to
put the playwright on the spot."
City Lights is a community
theater that relies on local participation to produce plays.
Morse said the actors in "The
Magic Hand" are paid a small sum
that’s "basically just gas money"
and production values for the play
will he kept to a minimum.
As director, he receives a fee
too, hut he said the joy of working
in the theater will lead him to do
anything that needs doing, including lighting and props.
"The Magic Hand" is the first
of three in the New Playwright Series. Another play. yet to he chosen,
is scheduled for April.
The third in the series, a musical called "The Ghost of Sarah
Winchester." will run next summer
from July 10-18. The play was written by locals Gael Douglass and
Leigh Weimers. a columnist for the
San Jose Mercury News.
"City Lights is a theater that
feels deeply muted in San Jose cultural life." said publicist Todd Perrier-a. "We have committed ourselves to the development of local
important artistic talent."

The play’s director, Jay
Morse, came up with the idea of
producing original pieces by local
writers and getting audience input
after spending several years at the
New Playwright’s Theater in Washington, D.C.
Morse said that alter each performance he and the actors will conduct a group discussion on various
aspects of the play such as motivation, characters, dialogue and
theme.
"Playwrights write in a vacuum." Morse said. ’’Sometimes
they don’t get to hear their words on
stage."
Morse will moderate the audience participation on the play,
which is a psychological yet satirical drama that explores the
relationship between a grandmother, a mother and a daughter.
"The Magic Hand" is a play
in three scenes that covers a period
from 30 years ago to the present.
0
The author of the plan. Joan
"The Magic Hand" is schedJohnson from Santa Clara, has written 13 plays in the past four years uled to play December 5-14, Thursday
through
Saturday shows at 8
and "The Magic Hand" was a finalist in the Foundation of Drama- p.m. and Sunday shows at 7 p.m.
City Lights Theater Company
tists Guild/CBS New Play Program.
Morse said the audience partic- is located at 70 N. Almaden Ave.,
ipation will help Johnson grow as a next to San Pedro Square.
Ticket prices are $5 regular adplaywright.
"Working on any original mission and $3 for senior citizens
piece is exciting." he said. "The and students.
advt., rehearsals help the author refine the
Free matinee for senior citizens
script. The (audience input) isn’t a is at 2 p.m. on Dec. 14.

Falafel Drive-in serves Eastern delights
Bt Andy Bird
San Joseans don’t have to cross the Sahara
to find Middle Eastern fast food. The Falafel
Drive-in. at 2101 Stevens Creek Blvd., specializes in this and other vegetarian delights.
Housed in an old, deteriorated hamburger
stand, the restaurant’s appearance is not likely to
appeal to the average passer-by .
But for those who know the inside %tor!,
about falafels. the shabby appearance doesn’t
matter.
Falafels resemble meatballs, but are actually
meatless. Ground garbanto beans, onion parsley
and pepper make up this concoction, which originated in the Arab nations of the Middle East.
Falafels are usually fried and served in sandwiches made with pita bread. The Fatale! Drivein serves small and large sanwiches for $1 .35 and
$2.45.
The large sandwich contains several falafel.

that fills an entire pita 1-)OCkei vs ith help Irian lettuce. tomatoes and cucumber. The blend is
topped with hot sauce and tahim. lava bean and
sesame seeds.
Served with an order 01 onion rings. at
$1.10 the meal is too large to eat all at once.
The sandwich is very good, hut the hot
sauce proves to he a little too spicy.
The onion rings are the basic frozen. prehattered sariety used M most last -food restaurants.
The Falafel Drive-in serves other specialties that
are not too common.

the menu also boasts American deli, acies
like hotdogs. hamburgers, and chicken and fish
sandwiches from 80 cents to $2.65.
Even Mexico is represented with tacos and
burritos Mr 85 cents.
For those who just %ant to try falalels,
small. individual balls cost only 11 cents each.
The drive-in is easy to miss because it is
tucked next to large building to the west, and is
bordered by a cross street on the east.
The Falafel Drive-in is worth a stop, even if
you think the decor is too shahy.. The best way to
eat here is take out.

Kouby. at $1.50. is a Mediterranian bean
dip served with pita bread.
Humus. at $3.(X) is a wafer made of crushed
wheat stuffed with meatballs, pinenuts and onions

Hours are from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday’
through Saturday. and 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Sunday s

Doors opened to examine Morrison’s poetry, songs
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --Book and music publishers have
flown here to examine 15 unpublished songs, a 24-page poem and
diaries attributed to 1960s rock star
Jim Morrison.
Robert Stncker, an agent for
partners trying to sell the material

recently discovered in a strongbox
marked "127 Fascination," said no
deal has been reached yet.
Morrison, lead singer for the
Doors who was famous for his dark,
sexually suggestive lyrics, died in
Paris in 1971 . Although his cause of
death was officially listed as heart

attack, he was reported to have died Creatures." has sold inure than
120.000 since publication in 1971
of a drug overdose.
and all the Doors albums are still in
Stricker said there has been
release. A 1980 Morrison biograsubstantial interest in the more than
phy, "No One Gets Out Alive."
200 pages of Morrison material.
has sold 270d100 trade paperback
A volume of poetry written by copies and almost I million in a
Morrison, "The Lords and the New mass-market paperback.
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Filmbusters

rands Boiler, left, shows Eddie Wayne, right, a camera containing film of a great jazz muscian

’Round Midnight’
Movie portrays bittersweet life of jazz muscian
NEW YORK AP) -- For Dexter Gordon. the decision to accept the starring role in Bertrand Tavemier’s
critically acclaimed film, "Round Midnight," was not
an easy one.
Gordon, the esteemed tenor saxophonist whose life
often parallels the tragic life of the jazz musician he portrays, at first shrugged off talk of such a movie.
"The story is so personal. he said. I don’t mean
Dexter Gordon, but this long line of musicians who
have been under-appreciated and . . " He hesitated,
searching for the right word. "Swindled."
But finally Tavernier assured him that it would be
Gordon’s film.
Gordon. the last in that line of saxophone geniuses
that included Lester Young, Charlie Parker and John
Coltrane. helped define be -bop during the 1940s and
’50s. His strikingly original style exerted a strong influence on saxophonists of the ’60s and 70s and is influential even today.
Much of the power of "Round Midnight" is derived from Tavernier’s decision to cast jazz musicians,
rather than actors, in the leading roles. The cast reads
like the roster of a jail all-star team: Herbie Hancock,
Lonette McKee, Bobbie Hutcherson, Ron Carter, Fred-

die Hubbard, Billy Higgiii. John McLaughlin, Wayne
Shorter, Cedar Walton and Tony Williams.
"I think they all loved it," Gordon said. "That’s
what I was concerned about when we were picking the
musicians - that there would be a family feeling."
Gordon gives an unforgettable performance in his
role as Dale Turner.
"He didn’t want an actor to be acting the part of a
musician ... and I concur.* said Gordon. "All the films
I’ve seen, when they use actors, it always comes
very phony."
Gordon moved to Paris in 1962 and spent the next
14 years in Europe. He would come back to the United
States intermittently to see his family and, he said.
pointing to his ear. "to listen, to see what was going on
musically."
He returned to Los Angeles in the 50s, and stumbled into drug problems that eventually led to his arrest
on a narcotics conviction. He served a two-year sentence at a minimum -security pnson.
His acting in "Round Midnight" has won critical
acclaim both in the United States and Europe, where the
film had its debut at the Cannes Film Festival.

HOLLYWOOD (API -" ’Crocodile Dundee" took in $5.5
million over the weekend and set a box-office record as the top-drawing autumn movie of all time, distributor Paramount claimed.
"Dundee’s" remarkable earning power has brought $76 million
liilust eight weeks from Yank theatergoers enchanted by the New
irk experiences of an Outback adventurer, played by Aussie MU f ISM and beer pitchman Paul Hogan.
Paramount noted that the Australian movie’s gross now tops the
$70 million mark that "Private Benjamin" took four months to earn
in the fall of 1980.
The next two weeks will see the debut of several holiday movies. including "An American Tail,’’ "Star Trek IV"’ and "The Mosquito Coast" that will test "Dundee’s" bolding power.
"The Color of Money.’’ Touchstone’s poolroom drama starring
Paul New-man and Tom Cruise, remains racked in place behind
’Dundee,’’ with $3.1 million for the second place pocket.
"Soul Man," a comedy about a white student who disguises
himself as a black to get a scholarship to law school, was third, earning $2.8 million.
Kathleen Turner’s return to the 1960s, "Peggy Sue Got Married. made $2.6 million for fourth place.
Fifth, with $1.5 million, was "Jumpin’ Jack Flash," the
Whoopi Goldberg comedy from 20th Century Fox.
Here are the top movies at the box office last weekend, with distributor, weekend gross, number of screens, weekend per-screen average, total gross, number of weeks in release and estimated producnon cost.
Distributors supply the gross amount figures. Figures not available are indicated by n -a.
I . "Crocodile’ Dundee.’’ Paramount. $5.5 million, 1.485 screens.
$3.718 per screen. $76 million, eight weeks. SW 5 million
2. "’The Color of Money," Touchstone. $3.1 million. 1.205 screens.
$2,579 per screen. $31.5 million, five weeks, $13 million.
t. "Soul Man," New World, $2.8 million, 1.278. $2,212 per
screen, $17.6 million. four weeks, $6 million.
4. "Peggy Sue Got Married." Tri-Star, $2.6 million, 1,104 screens.
S2.381 per screen, $29 million, six weeks, S15 million.
S. "Jumpin Jack Flash." 20th Century Fox. $1.5 million, 975
screens. $1,503 per screen, $23.1 million, six weeks, $18 million.
h. "Something Wild," Orion. $1.4 million, 916 screens. $1,545 per
screen, $4 million, two weeks, $10 million.
7. "Children of a Lesser God," Paramount. $1 .3 million. 544
screens, $2.448 per screen, $15.8 million, seven weeks. $9 million.
K. "Standby Me." Columbia. $1.3 million, 815 screens. $1.615 per
screen, $42.3 million. 15 weeks, $8 million.
9. "Streets of Gold." 20th Century Fox. $1.2 million, 797 screens.
SI .681.5 per screen, $1.2 million, one week, n-a.
10. "Top Gun," Paramount. $1.1 million, 920 screens. $1,294 pet
screen, $163.7 million. 27 weeks, $18 million

Union gallery shows four artists’ work
By Mari Martin
’The multiplicity of the national
art scene is clearly reflected in the
current Student Union Gallery exhibit, which is currently on display
until Dec. 19.
The exhibit is aptly titled
"What Risk Does the Figure Run?"
The gallery’s four current artists
force humanity to run the gamut all the way from facelessness to duplication.
Local artist, George Rivera,
curator of Santa Clara’s Triton Museum, has portrayed his subject’s
cultural origins with style and grace
through four large black and white
pencil drawings.
Rivera’s relaxed subjects seem
to lean out of their frames, about to
the
viewer what he is thinking.
ask
Their sharply defined features each
portray a distinct individualality.
Born in Japan. Rivera received
both his Bachelor and Master of
Arts degrees from SJSU.

The most outstanding feature
of this winter exhibit is a collection
of Richard Bauer’s Hydrocal and
resin mannequins.
Bauer. a San Francisco resident, began experimenting with Hydrocal, an acrylic moulage, about
10 years ago, he said. Over the
years, he said he has developed a
technique that allows him to obtain
the exact imprint of his subject and
then create a form solid enough to
stand on its own.
You’ll either want to touch
these life -like figures or the realism
will be too much. But, either way,
you won’t forget them.
Fritz Scholder’s canvases loom
larger than life. Influenced by the
North American Indian. Scholder
has perhaps under-emphasized his
subjects, concentrating instead on
the obscure quality of the Indian
personality.
This artist’s faceless humanoids stare dolefully at the viewer,

Command*
Performance

emanating a sense of purple rnelan
choly..

STYLING SALON’-

Scholder received a Xlasicr
Fine Arts degree and an honorary
Doctorate of Fine Arts from the
University of Arizona.
The gallery’s fourth exhibitor
seems out of place in the company
of the others.
Joe Shannon, whose self -pin
trait shows an angry man with a
moustache, concentrates on out-ot
focus ideas rather than impressions.
Shannon’s three oils emerged.
half-baked, from his pallet and
while they exist as a statement about
society, they do not try to please the
viewer or even explain the artist’s
point -of-view.
The exhibition is worth seeing.
especially Bauer’s people and other
Bauer oddities.

Styling Salons for Men
Women & Children
Continuing education assures you
offer you the best in

that

our advanced team of stylists may

Personal Consultations
Precision Hair Cutting and Styling
Advanced Techniques in Perming
and Hair Coloring

Featuring:

Command
Performance
STYLING

Mastey. Sebastian & Focus 21

OPEN 7 DAYS

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE OR WALK-IN

10% discount for students

Pick up your student discount card now!
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Hai Nguyen, electrical engineering junior concentrates on a shot during the campus pool tournament

Pool sharks play at SJSU
Hy David Rickard
The game room in the SJSU
Student Union hears little resemblance to the dark, smoky pool halls
of legend. hut it nonetheless proved
irresistible recently to 17 of the top
billiards players on campus.
The motivation here wasn’t
money, although it may have had
something to do with The Color
Of Money." the popular new mov ic
about a young pool shark. The only
cash at stake in the 18th annual All Campus 8 -Ball Tournament was the
$5 entrance lee.
Prestige was the moor motivation
that, and the opportunity to
represent SJSU in the ACU- I Regional tourney February 20-22 in
long Beach.
In 8 -hall, one player must
pocket halls one through seven,
while the other playei is responsible
for halls nine through IS. Alter a
player sinks all seven halls (either
striped or solid), he must pocket the
eight hall to win. Only the eight hall
must he called before shooting.
The field was composed of a
mixture of regulars and newcomers.
including some tournament -tested
veterans. The two representatives
born last year’s regionals in Fresno
were hack to defend their crowns.
Thuy Nguyen. an industrial
technology major who finished on
top last year, said he wanted to try
for the big prize again.
’Me and Mark K lemczak. the
other SJSU representative in
Fresno) are both seniors." he said.
"We really wanted to go last year.
and we both want to go again."
Although Nguyen. Klemczak
and many of the others spend much
of their spare time honing their
skills, not all the participants put in
long hours of preparation.

"I decided about lour hours
ago I was going to do this," freshman Chris Wilder said. "Some
guys talked me into it."
In the midst of his opening
round match with Nguyen. Wilder
lamented ahem the deliberate pace
of the action.
"I’m supposed to he working
on a paper." he said. "If this thing
lasts until 11 p.m.. I’ll he up all
night." But Nguyen did his part to
get Wilder started on his homework, winning their first round
match lour games to one.
While Nguyen won his, opener
comfortably. Klemczak was pushed
to seven games by Jeff Rossman before prevailing.
"We play all the time,"
Klemcrak, a mathematics major.
said of his opponent. "He’s
tough.

’He was up three
games to none, but
he forgot to call the
eight ball and lost the
game.’
Mark

Klemczak,

SJSU pool representative

Pool is no less a game of momentum than basketball or volleyball. judging from Klemczak’s experience one year earlier when he
was paired with Outing Nguyen, another returning performer.

was up three games to none, hut he
forgot to call the eight hall and lost
the game. He was warned twice ear,
her to call it
"Then I turned around and
beat him 4-3." he said. "That gave
me an uplift from then on."
While the men’s bracket featured plenty of competition within
the double -elimination format, the
women’s bracket dispensed with the
preliminaries and got right to the
championship match
between the
only two entrants.
Beatrice Martin and Lisa Leo,.
ardo played a hest -of-five. sing I,
elimination match. After splittin,
the first two games. Martin. a
major, came on to win 1-I
Neither Martin nor Leonard
knew why the rules for the women
bracket were different from ill,
men’s. Leonardo said she has heard
slights about women’s pool before
"In fact. I’ve been told that I
shoot pretty well for a girl." she
said. "I couldn’t believe that
The men required a playoff to
determine a winner. Thuy Nguyen
dispatched Jobe Aguana in the first
round. and Baldwin Chin did likewise in the loser’s bracket finals.
Nguyen then defended his
crown successfully by topping
Chin, hut both will make the trip to
the regional tournament.
And the girls?

"Because they both played essentially very well. we’re going to
take them both," said Tournament
Coordinator Terry Gregory. "What
the heck. if they played 20 matche,.
they’d probably each win 10
"I heat him in last year’s los- them."
er’s bracket, hut he should have
Next stop. Long Beach.
beaten me." Klemctak said. "He

Eddie & the Tide is scheduled to play at the Catalyst in
Santa Cruz on Saturday.
Heroic Airmen and Pop
Art are scheduled to play tonight
at the Spartan Pub at 9 p.m. A
live broadcast on KSJS, 90.7
FM, is also scheduled. Call 27790114 for more information.
Great Performances are
scheduled to present a musical
variety show with Baby Crosby
Rand, the Ink Spots, Tony
Martin and Kay Starr at the
Center for the Performing Arts
through Dec. 21. Call 374-0568
or 998-BASS for ticket information.
The San Jose Symphony is
scheduled to present meito soprano, Jacalyn Wehmhoff as
guest artist on Sunday at 8:30
p.ni at the Center fin the Performing Arts. Call 298-2300 for
more inforniation.
Andy & Mambas is scheduled to play at the Spartan Pub
Tuesday at 8 p.m. Call 277-9084
for more information.
Shapes is scheduled to play
at the Spartan Pub Wednesday at
8 p.m. Call 277-9084 for more
information.
Bird Party is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub Dec. 11
at 8 p.m. Call 277-9084 for more
information.
EVENTS
San Jose State University Theater is scheduled to present
"The Moebius Band" tonight
through Saturday. Call 277-3190
for more information.
The Schola Cantorum is
scheduled to present its 20111 an-

nual Messiah Sing conducted by
Royal Stanton on Monday at
Flint Center. De Anza College,
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd.. Cupertino. Call 735 -SING for
ticket information.
Northside Theater Companyis scheduled to present "A
Christmas Carol" Dec. 11
through 21 at the Olinder Community Theater. 19th and William streets, San Jose, Call 2887820 for more information.
The San Jose Community
Concert Series is scheduled to
present Pacific Ballet Theater’s
presentation of outstanding professional artists from Joffrey
Ballet Compandy and Dance
Theater of Harlem Dec. 17 at
the Center for the Performing
Arts. Call 277-5277 for more information.
The San Jose Cleveland
Ballet is scheduled to present
"The Nutcracker" through
Dec. 21 at the Center for the Performing Arts. Call 374-0586 or
998-BASS for ticket information.
The Bethel Church Choir
and members of the San Jose
Symphony are scheduled to present "Singing Christmas Tree."
traditional music of the season
Dec. 12 through 14. at Center
for the Performing Arts, Call
246- 116(1 for more information.
Opera San Jose is scheduled to present "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" on Dec. 13. 14
at the Montgomery Theater. Call
28/4-8882 for more information
Baptist
Foxworthy
Church is scheduled to present
A Chnsimas Gift to San Jose.
with more than 50 singers Dec.
13. 14 at the Center for the Performing Arts. Call 269-1212 for
more information.

ALL WORK
+ NO PLAY
NO FUN
Let us help you plan a fun-filled vacation and add
some play-time to the school year.
*HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Book now! We can guarantee
you the lowest air fares available.
WINTER BREAK
Enjoy your time-off with
some fun in the sun.
MID-YEAR GRADUATES drop in and browse
around. Pick your favorite vacation spot to celebrate
your graduation.
WALK OR DRIVE TO OUR SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON OFFIC1

Pick up free literature
ift/t/01
Corner San Carlos & Market Streets
jogif
293-7990

